
CHAPTER 12 

The Word Problem 

Introduction 

Novikov, Boone, and Britton proved, independently, that there is a finitely 

presented group !?4 for which no computer can ever exist that can decide 

whether an arbitrary word on the generators of!?4 is 1. We shall prove this 

remarkable result in this chapter. 

Informally, if ff is a list of questions, then a decision process (or algorithm) 
for ff is a uniform set of directions which, when applied to any of the ques-

tions in ff, gives the correct answer "yes" or "no" after a finite number of 

steps, never at any stage of the process leaving the user in doubt as to what 

to do next. 

Suppose now that G is a finitely generated group with the presentation 

G = (Xl' ... , xnlrj = 1,j 1); 

every (not necessarily reduced) word w on X = {x l, ... , xn} determines an 

element of G (namely, wR, where F is the free group with basis X and R is 

the normal subgroup of F generated by {rj,j 1}). We say that G has a 

solvable word problem if there exists a decision process for the set ff of all 

questions of the form: If w is a word on X, is w = 1 in G? (It appears that 

solvability of the word problem depends on the presentation. However, it can 

be shown that if G is finitely generated and if its word problem is solvable for 

one presentation, then it is solvable for every presentation with a finite num-

ber of generators.) 

Arrange all the words on {Xl' ... , xn} in a list as follows: Recall that the 

length of a (not necessarily reduced) word w = ••• x::'m, where ei = ± 1, is 

m. For example, the empty word 1 has length 0, but the word xx- l has length 

2. Now list all the words on X as follows: first the empty word, then the 
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words oflength 1 in the order Xl' Xll, ... , Xn, x;;-l, then the words oflength 2 

in "lexicographic" order (as in a dictionary): X1X l < X1X1l < X 1 X 2 < ... < 

xll Xl < Xll xll < ... < X;;-l X;;-l, then the words of length 3 in lexicographic 

order, and so forth. Use this ordering of words: wo, Wl' W2' ... to define the 

list ff' whose kth question asks whether W k = 1 in G. 

We illustrate by sketching a proof that a free group 

G = (Xl' ... , xnl0) 
has a solvable word problem. Here is a decision process. 

1. If length(wk ) = 0 or 1, proceed to Step 3. If length(wk) 2, underline the 

first adjacent pair ofletters, if any, of the form xixil or xil Xi; if there is no 

such pair, underline the final two letters; proceed to Step 2. 

2. If the underlined pair of letters has the form xixil or xil Xi> erase it and 

proceed to Step 1; otherwise, proceed to Step 3. 

3. If the word is empty, write Wk = 1 and stop; if the word is not empty, write 

W k #- 1 and stop. 

The reader should agree, even without a formal definition, that the set of 

directions above is a decision process showing that the free group G has a 

solvable word problem. 

The proof of the Novikov-Boone-Britton theorem can be split in half. 

The initial portion is really Mathematical Logic, and it is a theorem, proved 

independently by Markov and Post, that there exists a finitely presented 

semigroup S having an unsolvable word problem. The more difficult portion 

of the proof consists of constructing a finitely presented group fJ4 and show-

ing that if f!J had a solvable word problem, then S would have a solvable 

word problem. Nowhere in the reduction of the group problem to the semi-

group problem is a technical definition of a solvable word problem used, so 

that the reader knowing only our informal discussion above can follow this 

part of the proof. Nevertheless, we do include a precise definition below. 

There are several good reasons for doing so: the word problem can be prop-

erly stated; a proof of the Markov-Post theorem can be given (and so the 

generators and relations of the Markov-Post semigroup can be understood); 

a beautiful theorem of G. Higman (characterizing the finitely generated sub-

groups of finitely presented groups) can be given. Here are two interesting 

consequences: Theorem 12.30 (Boone-Higman): there is a purely algebraic 

characterization of groups having a solvable word problem; Theorem 12.32 

(Adian-Rabin): given almost any interesting property P, there is no decision 

process which can decide, given an arbitrary finite presentation, whether or 

not the presented group enjoys P. 

EXERCISES 

12.1. Sketch a proof that every finite group has a solvable word problem. 

12.2. Sketch a proof that every finitely generated abelian group has a solvable word 
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problem. (Hint. Use the fundamental theorem of finitely generated abelian 
groups.) 

12.3. Sketch proofs that if each of G and H have a solvable word problem, then the 
same is true of their free product G * H and their direct product G x H. 

12.4. Sketch a proof that if G = (Xl' ... , Xnlrj = 1,j 1) has a solvable word problem 
and if H is a finitely generated subgroup of G, then H has a solvable word 
problem. (Hint. If H = (hi,"" hm >. write each hi as a word in the x.) 

Turing Machines 

Call a subset E of a (countable) set n "enumerable" if there is a computer that 
can recognize every element of E and no others. Of course, the nature of such 
a well-behaved subset E should not depend on any accidental physical con-
straints affecting a real computer; for example, it should not depend on the 
number of memory cells being less than the total number of atoms in the 
universe. We thus define an idealized computer, called a Turing machine, after 
its inventor A. Turing 1954), which abstracts the essential features of a 
real computer and which enumerates only those subsets E that, intuitively, 
"ought" to be enumerable. 

Informally, a Turing machine can be pictured as a box with a tape running 
through it. The tape consists of a series of squares, which is as long to the left 
and to the right as desired. The box is capable of printing a finite number of 
symbols, say, So, SI' ••• , SM, and of being in anyone of a finite number of 
states, say, qo, ql"'" qN' At any fixed moment, the box is in some state qi as 
it "scans" a particular square of the tape that bears a single symbol Sj (we 
agree that So means blank). The next move of the machine is determined by 
qi and Sj and its initial structure: it goes into some state ql after obeying one 
of the following instructions: 

1. Replace the symbol Sj by the symbol Sk and scan the same square. 
2. Move one square to the right and scan this square. 
3. Move one square to the left and scan this square. 

The machine is now ready for its next move. The machine is started in the 
first place by being given a tape, which may have some nonblank symbols 
printed on it, one to a square, and by being set to scan some one square while 
in "starting state" ql' The machine may eventually stop (we agree that qo 
means "stop"; that is, the machine stops when it enters state qo) or it may 
continue working indefinitely. 

Here are the formal definitions; after each definition, we shall give an infor-
mal interpretation. Choose, once and for all, two infinite lists of letters: 
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Definition. A quadruple is a 4-tuple of one of the following three types: 

qiSjSkq" 

qisjRq" 

qisjLq,. 
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A Turing machine T is a finite set of quadruples no two of which have the 
same first two letters. The alphabet of T is the set {so, Sl' •.• ' SM} of all 
s-letters occurring in its quadruples. 

The three types of quadruples correspond to the three types of moves in 
the informal description given above. For example, qisjRq, may be inter-
preted as being the instruction: "When in state qi and scanning symbol Sj' 
move right one square and enter state ql." The "initial structure" of the 
Turing machine is the set of all such instructions. 

Recall that a word is positive if it is empty or if it has only positive 
exponents. If an alphabet A is a disjoint union S u T, where S = {Si: i E I}, 
then an s-word is a word on S. 

Definition. An instantaneous description ex is a positive word of the form ex = 
aqiT:, where a and T: are s-words and T: is not empty. 

For example, the instantaneous description ex = S2S0q1SSS2S2 is to be inter-
preted: the symbols on the tape are S2S0SSS2S2' with blanks everywhere else, 
and the machine is in state q1 scanning S5. 

Definition. Let T be a Turing machine. An ordered pair (ex, fJ) of instanta-
neous descriptions is a basic move of T, denoted by 

ex -+ fJ, 
if there are (possibly empty) positive s-words a and a' such that one of the 
following conditions hold: 

(i) ex = aqiSja' and fJ = aqlska', where qiSjSkq, E T; 

(ii) ex = aqiSjSka' and fJ = aSjqlska', where qisjRql E T; 

(iii) ex = aqisj and fJ = aSjqlso, where qisjRq, E T; 

(iv) ex = aSkqiSja' and f3 = aq/skSja', where qisjLq/ E T; and 
(v) ex = qiSP' and f3 = q/sosP', where qisjLq/ E T. 

If ex describes the tape at a given time, the state qi of T, and the symbol Sj 

being scanned, then fJ describes the tape, the next state of T, and the symbol 
being scanned after the machine's next move. The proviso in the definition 
of a Turing machine that no two quadruples have the same first two symbols 
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means that there is never ambiguity about a machine's next move: if r:t. --+ f3 
and r:t. --+ )I, then {3 = )I. 

Some further explanation is needed to interpret basic moves of types (iii) 
and (v). Tapes are finite, but when the machine comes to an end of the tape, 
the tape is lengthened by adjoining a blank square. Since So means blank, 
these two rules thus correspond to the case when T is scanning either the last 
symbol on the tape or the first symbol. 

Definition. An instantaneous description r:t. is terminal if there is no instanta-
neous description {3 with r:t. --+ {3. If w is a positive word on the alphabet of T, 
then T computes w if there is a finite sequence of instantaneous descriptions 
r:t.1 = q1 W, r:t. 2 , ••• , r:t. t , where r:t.; --+ r:t.;+1' for all i :::; t - 1, and r:t.t is terminal. 

Informally, w is printed on the tape and T is in starting state q1 while 
scanning the first square. The running of T is a possibly infinite sequence of 
instantaneous descriptions q1 w --+ r:t.2 --+ r:t.3 --+ •••• This sequence stops if T 
computes w; otherwise, T runs forever. 

Definition. Let n be the set of all positive words on symbols S = {Sl' ... , SM}' 
If T is a Turing machine whose alphabet contains S, define 

e(T) = {w E n: T computes w}, 

and say that T enumerates e(T). A subset E of n is r.e. (recursively 
enumerable) if there is some Turing machine T that enumerates E. 

The notion of an r.e. subset of n can be specialized to subsets of the natural 
numbers N = {n E 71..: n O} by identifying each n EN with the positive word 

Thus, a subset E of N is an r.e. subset of N if there is a Turing machine 
T with Sl in its alphabet such that E = {n E N: T computes 

Every Turing machine T defines an r.e. subset E = e(T) c n, the set of all 
positive words on its alphabet. How can we tell whether WEn lies in E? Feed 
q1 w into T and wait; that is, perform the basic moves q1 w --+ r:t.2 --+ r:t.3 --+ •••• 

If wEE, then T computes wand so T will eventually stop. However, for a 
given w, there is no way of knowing, a priori, whether T will stop. Certainly 
this is unsatisfactory for an impatient person, but, more important, it 
suggests a new idea. 

Definition. Let n be the set of all positive words on {so, Sl"'" SM}' A subset 
E of n is recursive if both E and its complement n - E are r.e. subsets. 

If E is recursive, there is never an "infinite wait" to decide whether or not 
a positive word W lies in E. If T is a Turing machine with e(T) = E and if T' 
is a Turing machine with e(T') = n - E, then, for each WEn, either Tor T' 
computes w. Thus, it can be decided in a finite length of time whether or not 
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a given word ill lies in E: just feed ill into each machine and let T and T' run 

simultaneously. 

Recall the informal discussion in the introduction. If !E is a list of ques-

tions, then a decision process for !E is a uniform set of directions which, when 

applied to any of the questions in !E, gives the correct answer "yes" or "no" 

after a finite number of steps, never at any stage of the process leaving the 

user in doubt as to what to do next. It is no loss of generality to assume 

that the list !E has been encoded as positive words on an alphabet, that E 
consists of all words for which the answer is "yes," and that its complement 

consists of all words for which the answer is "no." We propose that recursive 

sets are precisely those subsets admitting a decision process. Of course, this 

proposition (called Church's thesis) can never be proved, for it is a question 

of translating an intuitive notion into precise terms. There have been other 

attempts to formalize the notion of decision process (e.g., using a Turing-like 

machine that can read a two-dimensional tape; or, avoiding Turing machines 

altogether and beginning with a notion of computable function). So far, every 

alternative definition of "decision process" which recognizes all recursive sets 

has been proved to recognize only these sets. 

Theorem 12.1. There exists an r.e. subset of the natural numbers 1\1 that is not 
recursive. 

Proof. There are only countably many Turing machines, for a Turing 

machine is a finite set of quadruples based on the countable set of letters 

{R, L, so, Sl' ... ; qo, q1' ... }. Assign natural numbers to these letters in the 

following way: 

R 1-+ 0; L 1-+ 1; qo 1-+ 2; q11-+ 4; q21-+ 6; 

So 1-+ 3; Sll-+ 5; S21-+ 7; 

If T is a Turing machine having m quadruples, juxtapose them in some order 

to form a word w(T) of length 4m; note that T =F T' implies w(T) =F w(T'). 
Define the Godei number 

4m 

G(T) = n pf;, 
i=l 

where p. is the ith prime and ei is the natural number assigned above to the 

ith in w(T). The Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic implies that 

distinct Turing machines have distinct Godel numbers. All Turing machines 

can now be enumerated: To, T1 , ••• , T", ... : let T precede T' if G(T) < G(T'). 
Define 

E = {n E 1\1: T" computes si+1 } 

(thus, nEE if and only if the nth Turing machine computes n). .. 

We claim that E is an r.e. set. Consider the following figure remlnISCent of 
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the proof that the set of all rational numbers is countable: 

q1 S1 q1 si q1 sf Q1 si Q1 si 
1 ,l' ,/ ,l' ,/ 

1X12 IX 22 IX 32 1X42 

,/ ,l' ,/ 

1X13 1X23 1X33 

1 ,l' ,/ 

1X14 1X24 

The nth column consists of the sequence of basic moves of the nth Turing 
machine T" beginning with Q 1 It is intuitively clear that there is an enu�
meration of the natural numbers n lying in E: follow the arrows in the figure, 
and put n in E as soon as one reachers a terminal instantaneous description 
IXni in column n. A Turing machine T* can be constructed to carry out these 
instructions (by Exercise 12.11 below, such a T* exists having stopping state 
Qo; that is, terminal instantaneous descriptions, and only these, involve Qo.) 
Thus, E is an r.e. subset of N. 

The argument showing that E is not recursive is a variation of Cantor's 
diagonal argument proving that the set of reals is uncountable. It suffices to 
prove that the complement 

E' = {n EN: n ¢ E} = {n EN: T" does not compute 

is not an r.e. subset of N. Suppose there were a Turing machine T' enumerat�
ing E'; since all Turing machines have been listed, T' = Tm for some mEN. If 
mE E' = e(T'} = e(Tm}, then Tm computes sr+l, and so mE E, a contradic�
tion. If m ¢ E', then mE E and so Tm computes sr+1 (definition of E); hence 
mE e(Tm} = e(T'} = E', a contradiction. Therefore, E' is not an r.e. set and E 
is not recursive. • 

EXERCISES 

12.5. Prove that there are subsets of N that are not r.e. (Hint. There are only 
countably many Turing machines.) 

12.6. Prove that the set of all even natural numbers is r.e. 

12.7. Give an example of a Turing machine T, having S1 in its alphabet, which does 
not compute SI' 

12.8. Let Q be the set of all positive words on {so, S 1> ... , S M}' If Eland E2 are r.e. 
subsets of Q, then both El u E2 and El n E2 are also r.e. subsets. 

12.9. Let Q be the set of all positive words on {so, SI' ... , SM}' If El and E2 are 
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recursive subsets of n, then both E1 v E2 and El n E2 are also recursive sub-
sets. Conclude that all recursive subsets of n form a Boolean algebra. 

12.10. If El and E2 are recursive subsets of N, then El x E2 is a recursive subset of 
N x N. (Hint. First imbed N x N into N by "encoding" the ordered pair (m, n) 

as 2m 3n.) 

12.11. If T is a Turing machine enumerating a set E, then there is a Turing machine 
T* having the same alphabet and with stopping state qo that also enumerates 
E. 

The Markov-Post Theorem 

We now link these ideas to algebra. 
If r is a semigroup with generators X = {Xl'"'' Xn} and if n is the set of 

all positive words on X, then the semigroup r has a solvable word problem if 
there is a decision process to determine, for an arbitrary pair of words w, 
w' E n, whether w = w' in r. This (informal) definition gives a precise defini-
tion of un solvability. 

Definition. Let r be a semigroup with generators X = {Xl"'" Xn}, and let n 
be the set of all positive words on X. The semi group r has an unsolvable word 
problem if there is a word Wo E n such that {w E n: w = Wo in r} is not 
recursive. 

If F is the free group with basis X = {x I' ... , xn }, then we shall view the set 
n of all (not necessarily positive) words on X as the set of all positive words 
on the alphabet 

Definition. Let G be a group with presentation (Xl"'" xnld), and let n be 
the set of all words on Xl"'" xn (viewed as the set of positive words on 
{Xl' xII, ... , X n, X;;-l }). Then G has a solvable word problem if {w E n: W = 1 
in G} is recursive. 

The distinction between r.e. sets and recursive sets persists in group theory. 

Theorem 12.2. Let G be a finitely presented group with presentation 

G = (Xl' ... , Xnlrl' ... , rm)· 

If n is the set of all words on X I' ... , X n , then E = {w E n: W = 1 in G} is r.e. 

Proof. List the words wo, WI' ... in n as we did in the Introduction: first the 
empty word, then the words oflength 1 in order Xl' xII, ... , X n , X;;-l, then the 
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words oflength 2 in lexicographic order, then the words of length 3 in lexico-
graphic order, and so forth. Similarly, list all the words on {rl' ... , rm}: Po, 

Pl' .... As in the proof of Theorem 12.1, following the arrows in the figure 
below enumerates E. 

-1 -1 -1 -1 
WoPowo Wo Pl Wo Wo P2 Wo W OP3 W O 

! 7' it" 7' 
-1 

W1POW 1 

-1 
W 1 Pl W 1 

-1 
W 1 P2 W l 

it" 7' 
-1 

W 2 POW 2 

-1 
W 2 Pl W 2 

! 7' 
-1 

W3POW3 • 
It follows that a finitely presented group G has solvable word problem if 

and only if {w E n: W -1= 1 in G} is r.e. 
Recall the following notation introduced in Chapter 11. If wand w' are 

(not necessarily reduced) words on an alphabet X, then we write 

W == W' 

if wand w' have exactly the same spelling. 
Suppose that a semigroup r has a presentation 

If wand w' are positive words on X, then it is easy to see that w = w' in r if 
and only if there is a finite sequence 

where Wi Wi+l is an elementary operation; that is, either Wi == (J(X/r: and 
Wi+l == (J{3/r: for some j, where (J and l' are positive words on X or W i+1 == (J{3j1' 

and Wi == (J(Xj1'. 

Let us now associate a semigroup to a Turing machine T having stopping 
state qo. For notational convenience, assume that the s-letters and q-Ietters 
involved in the quadruples of T are So, Sl"'" SM' and qo, ql> ... , qN' Let q 
and h be new letters. 

Definition. If T is a Turing machine having stopping state qo, then its asso�

ciated semigroup qT) has the presentation: 

where the relations R(T) are 
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for all f3 = 0,1, ... , M: 

qiSjS(J = Sjq1s(J 

qisjh = sjq1soh 

S(JqiSj = q1s(JSj 

hqiSj = hq1sosj 

if qisjRql E T, 

if qisjRql E T; 

if qisjLql E T, 

if qisjLql E T; 

qos(J = qo, 

s(Jqoh = qoh, 

hqoh = q. 
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The first five types of relations are just the obvious ones suggested by the 

basic moves of T; the new letter h enables one to distinguish basic move (ii) 

(in the definition of a Turing machine) from basic move (iii) and to distinguish 

basic move (iv) from basic move (v). One may thus interpret h as marking the 

ends of the tape, so that the following words are of interest. 

Definition. A word is h-specia/ if it has the form hrxh, where rx is an instanta-

neous description. 

Since T has stopping state qo, each hrxh (with rx terminal) has the form 

haqo rh, where a and rare s-words and r is not empty. Therefore, the last 

three relations allow us to write hrxh = q in r(T) whenever rx is terminal. 

Lemma 12.3. Let T be a Turing machine with stopping state qo and associated 
semigroup 

r(T) = (q, h, so' S1' ... , SM' qo, q1' ... , qNIR(T)). 

(i) Let w and w' be words on {so, S1'.·.' SM' qo, q1'···' qN} with w ¢ q and 
w' ¢ q. If w --+ w' is an elementary operation, then w is h-special if and only 
if w' is h-special. 

(ii) If w = hrxh is h-special, w' =1= q, and w --+ w' is an elementary operation of 
one of the first five types, then w' == hf3h, where either rx --+ f3 or f3 --+ rx is a 
basic move of T. 

Proof. (i) This is true because the only relation that creates or destroys h is 

hqoh = q. 
(ii) By the first part, we know that w' is h-special, say, w' == hf3h. Now an 

elementary move in a semigroup is a substitution using an equation in a 

defining relation; such a relation in r(T) of one of the first five types corre-

sponds to a quadruple of T, and a quadruple corresponds to a basic move. 

Thus, either rx --+ f3 or f3 --+ rx. • 

Lemma 12.4. Let T be a Turing machine with stopping state qo, let n be the set 
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of all positive words on the alphabet of T, and let E = e(T). If WEn, then 

WEE if and only if hq1 wh = q in nT). 

Proof. If wEE, then there are instantaneous descriptions a1 = q1 W, a2 , .•• , 

ap where ai --+ ai+1, and at involves qo. Using the elementary operations in 
nT) of the first five types, one sees that hq1 wh = hath in nT); using the last 
three relations, one sees that hath = q in nT)· 

The proof of sufficiency is of a different nature than the proof of necessity 
just given, for equality in nT) is, of course, a symmetric relation, whereas 
a --+ f3 a basic move does not imply that f3 --+ a is a basic move. 

If hq1 wh = q in nT), then there are words W1, ... , Wt on {h, so, Sl, ... , SM, 

qo, q1, ... , qN} and elementary operations 

hq1 wh == W1 --+ W2 --+ ... --+ Wt == hqoh --+ q. 

By Lemma 12.3(i), each Wi is h-special: Wi == haih for some instantaneous 
description ai. By Lemma 12.3(ii), either ai --+ ai+1 or ai+1 --+ ai. We prove, by 
induction on t 2, that all the arrows go to the right; that is, for all i t - 1, 
ai --+ ai+1' It will then follow that q1 W --+ a2 --+ ••. --+ at is a sequence of basic 
moves with at terminal (for at involves qo, the stopping state); hence T 
computes wand WEE. It is always true that at-1 --+ at> for at is terminal and 
hence at- 1 +-- at cannot occur. In particular, this shows that the induction 
begins when t = 2. Suppose that t > 2 and some arrow goes to the left. Since 
the last arrow at- 1 --+ at points right, moving backward until one reaches an 
arrow pointing left gives an index i with 

But there is never ambiguity about the next move of a Turing machine, so 
that ai- 1 == ai+1 and Wi- 1 == hai- 1 h == hai+1 h == Wi+1' We may thus eliminate 
Wi and Wi+l, thereby reducing t, and the proof is completed by induction . 

Theorem 12.5 (Markov-Post, 1947). 

(i) There is a finitely presented semigroup 

y = (q, h, so, Sl, ••• , SM, qo, q1, ... , qNIR) 

with an unsolvable word problem. 

• 

(ii) There is no decision process which determines, for an arbitrary h-special 
word hah, whether hah = q in y. 

Proof. (i) If T is a Turing machine with stopping state qo and with alphabet 
A = {so, Sl, ••. , SM}' then let n be all the positive words on A and let E = 
e(T) c n. Define n to be all the positive words on Au {q, h, qo, q1, ... , qN}' 
where qo, q1"'" qN are the q-Ietters occurring in the quadruples of T, and 
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define 

£ = {W EO: W = q in reT)}. 

Define cp: 0 0 by W H hql wh, and identify 0 with its image 0 1 c 0; the 
subset E of 0 is now identified with 

El = {hql wh: wEE}. 

It is plain that E 1 is a recursive subset of 01 if and only if E is a recursive 
subset of O. In this notation, Lemma 12.4 reads: 

E 1 =£n01 · 

Now assume that T is the Turing machine T* (with stopping state qo) of 
Theorem 12.1, so that E, hence E 1 , is r.e. but not recursive. Were £ recursive, 
then Exercise 12.9 would give E 1 , hence E, recursive, and this is a contradic-
tion. Therefore, y = r(T*) has an unsolvable word problem. 

(ii) Define 

s = {h-special words hlY.h: hlY.h = q in r(T*)}. 

Were S a recursive subset of 0, then S n 01 would be a recursive subset of 01' 

by Exercise 12.9. But S n 01 = E 1 • • 

For later use, we rewrite the generators and relations of the Markov-Post 
semigroup y(T*). 

Corollary 12.6. 

(i) There is a finitely presented semigroup 

r = (q, qo, ... , qN' so, ... , sMIF;q;, G; = H;q;2K;, i E I), 

with an unsolvable word problem, where F;, Gi , Hi' Ki are (possibly empty) 

positive s-words and qi" qi2 E {q, qo, ... , qN}· 

(ii) There is no decision process which determines, for arbitrary qi j and positive 

s-words X and Y, whether X qi. Y = q in r. 
J 

Proof. (i) Regard the generator h of the semigroup y = r(T*) as the last 
s-letter and re-index these s-letters so that h = SM. The rewritten relations in 
R(T*) now have the described form. 

(ii) Let O2 be the set of all positive words on the rewritten generators of r, 
let 

and let 

A = {Xq;Y: X, Yare positive words on rewritten 
s-letters and X qi Y = q in q, 

J 

82 = {SMIY.SM: IY. == 7:, where () and 7: are positive 
words on so, ... , SM-l and SMIY.SM = q in r} 
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(remember that h has been rewritten as SM). Of cours..:, S2 is jus! the S 
of the theorem rewritten in the new notation. Now A (") O2 = S2; since S2 is 
not recursive, Exercise 12.9 shows that A is not recursive. • 

The Novikov-Boone-Britton Theorem: 
Sufficiency of Boone's Lemma 

The word problem for groups was first considered by M. Dehn (1910) and by 
A. Thue (1914). The solution was given by P.S. Novikov (1955) and, indepen-
dently, by W.W. Boone (1954-1957) and by l.L. Britton (1958). In 1959, 
Boone exhibited a much simpler finitely presented group than any of those 
previously given, and he proved it has an unsolvable word problem. In con-
trast to the "combinatorial" proofs of Novikov and Boone, Britton's proof 
relies on properties of HNN extensions (which led him to discover Britton's 
lemma). In 1963, Britton gave a much simpler and shorter proof for Boone's 
group; we present his proof here, incorporating later improvements of 
Boone, D.l. Collins, and C.F. Miller, III. We assure the reader that all the 
Mathematical Logic required in the proof has already appeared; we need 
only Corollary 12.6, a paraphrase of the Markov-Post theorem, that exhibits 
a particular finitely presented semigroup r with an unsolvable word 
problem. 

Remember that the proof is going to reduce equality of words in a group 
to equality of words in a semi group. It is thus essential to keep track of 
exponents, for while arbitrary words make sense in a group, only positive 
words make sense in a semigroup. 

Notation. If X == s3: ... sp:;; is a (not necessarily positive) s-word, then X# == 
SPie, ... sp;m. Note that if X and Yare s-words, then (X#)# == X and (XY)# == 
X#y#. 

Recall, for every Turing machine T, that there is a semigroup r = qT) 
with the presentation 

where Fi, Gi, Hi, Ki are (possibly empty) positive s-words and qi
" 

qi
2 

E 

{q, qo, ... , qN}· 

For every Turing machine T, we now define a group fJB = fJB(T) that will be 
shown to have an unsolvable word problem if T is chosen to be the Turing 
machine T* in the Markov-Post theorem. The group fJB(T) has the presenta-
tion: 
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generators: q, qo, ... , qN' so, ... , SM' ri, i E I, x, t, k; 

relations: for all i E I and all f3 = 0, ... , M, 

risp = s{Jxrix, 

ri l Fr qjl Gjrj = Ht %Kj, 

tx = xt, 

kri = rik, 

kx = xk, 

k(q-1 tq) = (q-1 tq)k. 

The subsets c C of the relations are labeled for future reference. 

If X and Yare s-words, define 

(Xqj Y)* == X#qj Y, 

Definition. A word L is special if L == X# qj Y, where X and Yare positive 
s-words and qj E {q, qo, ... , qN}' 

If L is special, then L == X# qj Y, where X and Yare positive s-words, and 
so L* == (X#qjY)* == XqjY is a positive word; therefore, L* determines an 
element of the semi group r. 

The reduction to the Markov-Post theorem is accomplished by the fol-
lowing lemma: 

Lemma 12.7 (Boone). Let T be a Turing machine with stopping state qo and 
associated semigroup r = r(T) (rewritten as in Corollary 12.6). If L is a 
special word, then 

k(L-1tL) = (L- 1tL)k 

if and only if L* = q in r(T). 

in f!l = f!l( T) 

Theorem 12.8 (Novikov-Boone-Britton). There exists a finitely presented 
group f!l with an unsolvable word problem. 

Proof. Choose T to be the Turing machine T* of the Markov-Post theorem. 
If there were a decision process to determine, for an arbitrary special word L, 
whether U;,-l tLk-1 L-1 t-1 L = 1 in PJ(T*), then this same decision process 
determines whether L* = q in r(T*). But Corollary 12.6(ii) asserts that no 
such decision process for r(T*) exists. • 
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Corollary 12.9. Let T be a Turing machine with stopping state qo enumerating 

a subset E of n (the set of all positive words on the alphabet of T). If WEn, 
then WEE if and only if k(h-1q1 wh) = (h-1q1 wh)k in gB(T). 

Proof. By Lemma 12.4, WEE if and only if hq1 wh = q in qT). But, in Pl(T), 

(hq1wh)* = h-1q1wh (which is a special word), and Boone's lemma shows 
that (h-1qlWh) # =.hqlWh=q in qT) if and only if k(h-1qlWh) = (h-1qlWh)k 

in gB(T). • 

The proof below is valid for any Turing machine T with stopping state qo· 

We abbreviate PJ(T) to 81 and qT) to r. 
The proof of Boone's lemma in one direction is straightforward. 

Lemma 12.10. 

(i) If V is a positive s-word, then 

riV = VR in Pl and ri-1 V = VR' in Pl, 

where Rand R' are words on {ri' x} with R positive. 

(ii) If U is a positive s-word, then 

and U#r:-1 = L'U# z'n /l]J I 

where Land L' are words on {rio x}. 

Proof. We prove that ri V = VR in gB by induction on m 0, where V=. 

sp, ... sPm' This is certainly true when m = 0. If m > 0, write V =. V'sPm; by 
induction, ri V =. ri V' sPm = V' R' sPm' where R' is a positive word on {rio x}. 

Using the relations xSp = SpX2 and risp = spxrix, we see that there is a posi-
tive word R on {ri' x} with sPmR = R'sPm in f!4. 

The proofs of the other three equations are similar. • 

Proof of Sufficiency in Boone's Lemma. If I: is a special word with I:* =. 
Xqj Y = q in r, then there is a sequence of elementary operations 

where, for each v, one of the words Wv and W v+1 has the form U Fiqi, G, V with 
U and V positive s-words, and the other has the form UHiqi2KY. By the 
lemma, there are equations in 81: 

U#(Hrqi2KJV = U#(ri-1 Frqi,Giri)V 

= L'U#(F,#q. G.)VR' , '1' , 

where L' and R' are words on {ri' x}. In a similar manner, one sees that there 
are words L" and R" on {ri' x} with 

U#(Fi#qi, Gi)V = U#(riHrqi2Kiri-1)V = L"U#(Hi#qi2Ki)VR". 
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Since Wv = wv+1 in r implies = in f!4, by the relations labeled A2 , it 

follows, for each v, that 

= Rv in PA 
for words Lv and Rv on some riv and x. The words L == Ll ... Ln- 1 and R == 

Rn- 1 ••• Rl are thus words on {x, rio i E I}, and 

wt = Lw: R in f!4. 

But wt == (I:*)* == I: and w: == q* == q, so that 

I: = LqR in f!4. 

Since the generators t and k commute with x and all the ri , they commute 

with Land R. Therefore, 

kI:-1 tI:k-1 I:-1 t-1 I: = kR-1 q-l L -1 tLqRk-1 R-1 q-l L -1 C 1 LqR 

= kR-lq-ltqk-lq-lt-lqR 

= R-l(kq-ltqk-lq-lt-lq)R 

= 1, 

because the last word is a conjugate of a relation. • 

Observe that the last relation of the group f!4 appears only in the last step 

of the proof. 

Cancellation Diagrams 

We interupt the proof of Boone's lemma (and the Novikov-Boone-Britton 

theorem) to discuss a geometric method of studying presentations of groups, 

essentially due to R. Lyndon, that uses diagrams in the plane. Since we are 

only going to use diagrams in a descriptive way (and not as steps in a proof), 

we may write informally. For a more serious account, we refer the reader to 

Lyndon and Schupp (1977, Chap. V) with the caveat that our terminology 

does not always coincide with theirs. 

When we speak of a polygon in the plane, we mean the usual geometric 

figure including its interior; of course, its boundary (or perimeter) consists of 

finitely many edges and vertices. A directed polygon is a polygon each of 

whose (boundary) edges is given a direction, indicated by an arrow. Finally, 

given a presentation (XIA) of a group, a labeled directed polygon is a directed 

polygon each of whose (directed) edges is labeled by a generator in X. 

Given a presentation (XIA) of a group, we are going to construct a labeled 

directed polygon for (almost) every word 

where Xl' ••. , Xn are (not necessarily distinct) generators and each ei = ± 1. 
For technical reasons mentioned below, w is restricted a bit. 

0
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Definition. Let F be a free group with basis X. A word w == x1' ... x:" on X 

with each ei = ± 1 is called freely reduced if it contains no subwords of the 

form xx-lor x-l x with x E X. 

A cyclic permutation of w == x1' ... x:" is a word of the form 

xi' ... x:" x1' ... (by Exercise 3.8, a cyclic permutation of w is a conjugate 

of it). A word w is cyclically reduced if every cyclic permutation of it is freely 

reduced. 

If w == x1' ... x:" is cyclically reduced, construct a labeled directed polygon 

as follows: draw an n-gon in the plane; choose an edge and label it Xl; label 

successive edges X2' X3' ... , Xn as one proceeds counterclockwise around the 

boundary; direct the ith edge with an arrow according to the sign of ei (we 

agree that the positive direction is counterclockwise). For example, if k and x 

commute, then the labeled directed polygon is the square in Figure 12.1; we 

read the word k- 1 xkx-1 as we travel counterclockwise around the boundary. 

k , 

x' \ X 

.... 

" k 

Figure 12.1 

k 

k 

Figure 12.2 

As a second example, consider the last relation in Boone's group [YJ: 

ill == first edge is the top k-edge in Figure 12.2, for the boundary word 

is kq-1tqk-1q-1t-1q. If ill is not cyclically reduced, this construction 

gives a polygon having two adjacent edges with the same label and 

which point in opposite directions, and such polygons complicate proofs. 

However, there is no loss ingenerality in assuming that every relation in a 
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presentation is cyclically reduced, for every word has some cyclically reduced 

conjugate, and one may harmlessly replace a relation by any of its conju-

gates. Every cyclically reduced relation thus yields a labeled directed polygon 

called its relator polygon. 
We can now draw a picture of a presentation (XIA) of a group G (with 

cyclically reduced relations A) by listing the generators X and by displaying 

a relator polygon of each relation in A. These polygons are easier to grasp 

(especially when viewing several of them simultaneously) if distinct genera-

tors are given distinct colors. The presentation of the group fJI in Boone's 

lemma is pictured in Plate 1 (inside front cover). There are six types of genera-

tors: q; s; r; x; t; k, and each has been given a different color. 

There is a presentation of a group called fJl6 which is pictured in Plate 3. 

This group will occur in our proof of the Higman imbedding theorem. 

Another example is provided by an HNN extension: a relation involving a 

stable letter p has the form apebp-ec, where e = ± 1. If the corresponding 

relator polygon is drawn so that the p-edges are parallel, then they point in 

the same direction. 

Let D be a labeled directed polygon. Starting at some edge on the bound-

ary of D, we obtain a word w as we read the edge labels (and the edge 

directions) while making a complete (counterclockwise) tour of D's boundary. 

Such a word w is called a boundary word of D. (Another choice of starting 

edge gives another boundary word of D, but it is just a cyclic permutation, 

hence a conjugate, of w. A clockwise tour of D's boundary gives a conjugate 

of w-1.) 

Definition. A diagram is a labeled directed polygon whose interior may be 

subdivided into finitely many labeled directed polygons, called regions; we 

insist that any pair of edges which intersect do so in a vertex. 

We quote the fundamental theorem in this context; a proof can be found 

in Lyndon and Schupp. 

Fundamental Theorem of Combinatorial Group Theory. Let G have a finite 
presentation (XI A), where A satisfies the following conditions: 

(i) each b E A is cyclically reduced; 
(ii) if b E A, then b-1 E A; 

(iii) if (j E A, then every cyclic permutation of (j lies in A. 

If w is a cyclically reduced word on X, then w = 1 in G if and only if there is 
a diagram having a boundary word wand whose regions are relator polygons of 
relations in A. 

An immediate consequence of this theorem is a conjugacy criterion. As-

sume that wand w' are cyclically reduced words on X, and consider the 

annulus with outer boundary word w' and inner boundary word w, as in 

Figure 12.3. 
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Figure 12.3 

Corollary. The elements wand Wi are conjugate in G if and only if the interior 
of the annulus can be subdivided into relator polygons. 

The proof consists in finding a path /3 from Wi to wand cutting along 
/3 to form a diagram as in Figure 12.4. A boundary word of the new diagram 
is Wi /3w- 1 /3-\ and the fundamental theorem says that this word is 1 in G. 
Conversely, if Wi /3w- 1 /3-1 = 1 in G, one may form an annulus by identifying 
the edges labeled /3; that is, start with the diagram on the above right and 
glue the /3's together to obtain the annulus on the left. 

'.'.';:'" 
•••••• ;>.,.. 

iii 

fJ 
I Iw w 

)/ 

"" - Wi 

Figure 12.4 

An example will reveal how these diagrams can illustrate the various steps 
taken in rewriting a word using the relations of a given presentation. The 
proof of sufficiency of Boone's lemma requires one to prove, for a special 
word L, that 
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The hypothesis provides a sequence of elementary operations 

L* == WI --+ W 2 --+ ••. --+ Wn == q in r. 
The proof begins by showing that each has the form Uv# qi. v", where 
v :s; n - 1 and Uv and v" are positive s-words; moreover, there are words Lv 
and Rv on {x, ri , i E I} such that, for all v, 

q 

Figure 12.5 

Figure 12.5 pictures all of these equations; we have not drawn the subdivision 
of each interior polygon into relator polygons, and we have taken the liberty 
oflabeling segments comprised of many s-edges by a single label Y, X, v", or 
Uv • 

The reader should now look at Plate 2; it is a diagram having W(L) as a 
boundary word. In the center is the octagon corresponding to the octagonal 
relation w(q) == kq-l tqk- 1 q-l C 1 q, and there are four (almost identical) quad-
rants as drawn above, involving either L or L-1 on the outer boundary and 
q or q-l on the octagon (actually, adjacent quadrants are mirror images). The 
commutativity of k with x and each ri allows one to insert sequences of 
squares connecting k-edges on the outer boundary to k-edges on the octagon; 
similarly, the commutativity of t with x and each ri inserts sequences 
connecting t-edges on the outer boundary with t-edges on the octagon. Since 
the quadrants have already been subdivided into relator polygons, the four 
quadrants together with the four border sequences, form a diagram. There-
fore, W(L) = 1 in fJI, as asserted by the fundamental theorem. 
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Define ;]Ia to be the group having the same presentation as ;]I except that 

the octagonal relation is missing. Now regard Plate 2 as an annulus having 

the octagonal relation as the inner boundary word. This annulus has just 

been subdivided into relator polygons, and so the corollary of the fundamen-

tal theorem says that w(I:) is conjugate to w(q) in ;]Ia. This last result is a 

reflection of the fact that the octagonal relation enters the given proof of the 

sufficiency of Boone's lemma at the last step. 

The Novikov-Boone-Britton Theorem: 

Necessity of Boone's Lemma 

We now turn to the proof of the more difficult half of Boone's lemma. Geo-

metrically, the problem is to subdivide the labeled directed polygon with 

boundary word w(I:) into a diagram whose regions are relator polygons of ;]I. 

The conjugacy of w(I:) and the octagonal relation w(q) in the group ;]Ia 

(mentioned above) suggests a strategy to prove the necessity of Boone's 

lemma: subdivide the annulus with outer boundary w(I:) and inner boundary 

w(q) using the relations of ;]I!J. (thereby allowing us to avoid further use of the 

octagonal relation w(q)), trying to make the annulus look like Plate 2. We 

shall give formal algebraic proofs, but, after the proof of each lemma, we shall 

give informal geometric descriptions. (It was the idea of E. Rips to describe 

this proof geometrically, and he constructed the diagrams for the Novikov-

Boone-Britton theorem as well as for the coming proof of the Higman im-

bedding theorem. He has kindly allowed me to use his description here.) 

Define groups ;]10, f181, ;]12' and ;]13 as follows: 

;]10 = (xI0), the infinite cyclic group with generator x; 

;]11 = (;]10; So, ... , 

(recall that we labeled certain subsets of the relations of;]l as c C 

when we defined ;]I; recall also that this notation means that we are adjoining 

the displayed generators and relations to the given presentation of ;]10); 

;]12 = (;]11 * Q; r i , i E 

where Q is free with basis {q, qo, ... , qN}; 

Lemma 12.11. In the chain 

;]10 ;]11 ;]11 * Q ;]12 f183 ;]I, 

each group is an HNN extension of its predecessor; moreover, ;]11 * Q is an 

HNN extension of ;]10. In more detail: 
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(i) £!I1 is an HNN extension with base fJlo and stable letters {so, ... , SM}; 

(iii) £!I1 * Q is an HNN extension with base £!Io and stable letters {so, ... , SM} U 

{q, qo,· .. , qN}; 

(ii) £!I1 * Q is anHNN extension with base £!I 1 and stable letters {q,qo,· .. ,qN}; 

(iii) fJl2 is an HNN extension with base £!I1 * Q and stable letters {ri: i E I}; 

(iv) £!I3 is an HN N extension with base £!I2 and stable letter t; and 

(v) fJI is an HNN extension with base £!I3 and stable letter k. 

Proof. (i) The presentation 

fJl1 = (x, so, ... , sMls/i1 xSp = x 2
, all P) 

shows that £!I1 has base (x) = fJlo and stable letters {so, ... , SM}. Since x has 

infinite order, Ap = (x) (x2 ) = Bp, and so ({JB: Ap --+ Bp, defined by 

x 2 , is an isomorphism for all fJ. Therefore, £!I1 is an HNN extension. 

(iii) The presentation of £!I1 * Q, 

(x, so, ... , SM' q, qo, ... , qNls/i1 xSfJ = x 2
, q-1 xq = x, qi1 xqi = x), 

shows that £!I1 * Q has base £!1o and stable letters {so, ... , SM} U {q, q1' ... ' 

qN}. Since x has infinite order, Ap = (x) (x2 ) = Bp, and so the maps ({Jp 

are isomorphisms, as above; also, the maps ({Jqj are identity maps, where 

A qJ = (x) = BqJ • Thus, £!I1 * Q is an HNN extension with base fJlo and stable 

letters {so, ... , SM} U {q, qo, ... , qN}· 

(ii) Since Q is free with basis {q, qo, ... , qN}' Example 11.10 now shows 

that fJl1 * Q is an HNN extension with base £!I1 and stable letters 

{q, qo, ... , qN}· 

(iii) The presentation 

fJl2 = (£!I1 * Q; ri, i E Ilri-1(F;# qi, G;)ri = H;'" qi2Ki' ri1(spx)ri = SpX-1) 

shows that fJl2 has base fJl1 * Q and stable letters {ri' i E I}. Now, for each i, 
the subgroup Ai is (Fi#qi, Gi, spx, all P) and the subgroup Bi is (Hi#qi2K i' 

spx-1, all P). We claim that both Ai and Bi are free groups with bases the 

displayed generating sets. First, use Exercise 11.8 to see that (spx, all fJ) is 

free with basis {sfJx, all P}: map (spx, all P) onto the free group with basis 

{so, ... , SM} by setting x = 1; then observe that Ai = (Fill' qi, Gi, spx, all fJ) 
(Fi#qi, Gi) * (SfJx, all fJ) £!I1 * Q (because F;"'qi, Gi involves a q-Ietter and 

elements of the free group (spx, all fJ) do not). A similar argument applies to 

Bi, and so there is an isomorphism ({Ji: Ai --+ Bi with ({Ji(Fi#qi, G;) = Hi#qi2K i 

and ({Ji(SpX) = spx-1 for all fJ. Thus, fJl2 is an HNN extension with base 

fJl1 * Q. 

(iv) Note that £!I3 has base fJl2 and stable letter t: 

£!I3 = (fJl2 ; tit-1 rit = ri , C 1 xt = x); 

Since t commutes with the displayed relations, £!I3 is an HNN extension of 

fJl2 , as in Example 11.11. 
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(v) Note that f!J has base f!J3 and stable letter k: 

f!J = (f!J
3

; klk-1rik = ri, i E f, k-1xk = x, k-1(q-1 tq)k = q-1 tq). 

As in Example 11.11, f!J is an HNN extension of f!J3· • 

Corollary 12.12. 

(i) The subgroup (Sl x, ... , SMX) S f!J1 is a free group with basis the displayed 

letters. 

(ii) There is an automorphism!/J of f!J1 with !/J(x) = x-1 and !/J(sp) = Sp for all {3. 

Proof. (i) This was proved in part (iii) of the above lemma. 

(ii) The function on the generators sending x H x-1 and sp H sp for all {3 

preserves all the relations. • 

The reader should view Lemma 12.11 as preparation for the remainder of 

the proof; it will allow us to analyze words using Britton's lemma, Theorem 

11.81. 

Lemma 12.13. Let L be a fixed special word satisfying the hypothesis of 

Bonne's lemma: 

W(L) == kL-1 tLk-1 L-1 C 1 L = 1 in f!J. 

Then there are freely reduced words L1 and L2 on {x, ri, i E I} such that 

L1LL2 = q inf!J2· 

Proof. Since f!J is an HNN extension with base f!J3 and stable letter k, 

Britton's lemma applies to the word kL-1 tLk-1 L-1 t-1 L; it says that 

kL-1tLk-1 is a pinch and that L-1tL = C in f!J3 , where C is a word on 

{x, q-1 tq, ri, i E I}. (Since the stable letter k commutes with {x, q-1 tq, ri, 

i E I}, we are in the simple case of Example 11.11 when the subgroups A and 

B are equal and the isomorphism q>: A --+ B is the identity.) Therefore, there 

exist words ill of the form L-1 tLC-1 = 1 in f!J3; in detail, 

ill == L-1 tLRO(q-1 te, q)R1 (q-1 t e2 q)R2 ... (q-1 tenq)Rn = 1 in f!J3, 

where the Rj are (possibly empty) freely reduced words on {x, ri , i E I} and 

ej = ± 1. We assume ill is such a word chosen with n minimal. 

Since f!J3 is an HNN extension with base f!J2 and stable letter t, Britton's 

lemma applies again, showing that ill contains a pinch t e DC e, and there is a 

word R on {x, ri, i E I} with D = R in f!J2. 

If the pinch involves the first occurrence of the letter t in ill, then t e DCe == 

tLRoq-1 t e ,. Hence e = + 1, e1 = -1, tLRoq-1 t e , = tRt-l, and 

LRoq-1 = R in f!J2; 

equivalently, 

R-1 LRo = q in f!J2, 

which is of the desired form. 
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If the initial t e in the pinch is teJ, wherej 1, then teDt-e == teJqR.q-1teJ+l 
with qRjq-1 = R in rJi2 for some word R on {x, rio i E I}. Since rJi2 rJi3, by 
Theorem 11.78, we may view this as an equation in 1143: 

teJqRjq-1teJ+l = teqRjq-1c e = teRt-e in rJi3 • 

But the stable letter t in 1143 commutes with x and all rio so there is an 
equation 

qRj q-1 = R in rJi3 • 

Hence, in 1143, 

(q-1teJq)Rj(q-1teJ+1q) = q-1 t eRt-eq 

= q-1 Rq (for t commutes with x, r;) 

= q-1(qRjq-1)q 

= Rj • 

There is thus a factorization of win f!43 having smaller length, contradicting 
the choice of n being minimal. Therefore, this case cannot occur. • 

q 

Figure 126 

Geometrically, we have shown that the labeled directed annulus with outer 
boundary word w(1:) and inner boundary word the octagon w(q) contains a 
"quadrant" involving 1: on the outer boundary, q on the inner boundary, and 
internal paths L1 and L2 which are words on {x, rh i E I}. Of course, there are 
two such quadrants as well as two "mirror images" of these quadrants which 
involve 1:-1 on the outer boundary and q-1 on the inner boundary. More-
over, the regions subdividing these quadrants are relator polygons corre-
sponding to the relations 
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Finally, there is no problem inserting the "border sequences" connecting 
k-edges (and t-edges) on the outer boundary with k-edges (and t-edges) on the 
inner boundary, for the internal paths of the quadrants involve only x and 
r;'s, all of which commute with k and with t. 

Recall that == X# qj Y, where X and Yare positive s-words and qj E 

{q, qo, ... , qN}· We have just shown that 

L 1X#qjYL2 =q infIl2 

for some freely reduced words L1 and L2 on {x, ri, i E I}. Rewrite this last 
equation as 

L X # L-1y-1 
1 qj = q 2 in fIl2 . 

Lemma 12.14. Each of the words L 1X#qj and qL"i.1 y-1 is ri-reduced for every 
i E f. 

Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that L 1X#qj contains a pinch r:Crke as a 
subword. Since X# is an s-word, this pinch is a subword of L 1 , a word on 
{x, ri, i E I}. Since L1 is freely reduced, C == xm for some m "# O. Since:!42 is an 
HNN extension with base fIll * Q and stable letters {ri' i E f}, Britton's lemma 
says that there is a word Vin:!41 * Q, where Q = <q, q1' ... , qN>' such that 

V == wo(Fi#qi1 GJe1 W1 .. . (Fi#qi 1 GJenwn , 

ej = ± 1, Wj is a word on {SIX, ..• , sMx} for allj, Vis reduced as a word in the 
free product, and 

xm = V in fIll * Q. 

Since xm E 311, one of the free factors of fIll * Q, we may assume that V 
does not involve any q-Ietters; in particular, V does not involve Fi# qi1 Gi. 
Therefore, 

xm=wo==(sPlx)fl ... (Sppx)fp in:!41' 

where each fv = ± 1. Since !JI 1 is an HNN extension with base !JIo = <x> and 
stable letters {so, ... , SM}, another application of Britton's lemma says that 
the word x-mwo, which is 1 in !JI1 , contains a pinch of the form six·sf/, 
where B = ± 1. Now inspection of the spelling of Wo shows that it contains no 
such subword; we conclude that Wo = 1, hence xm = 1. But x has infinite 
order (since!JIo :::;; !JIl)' and this contradicts m "# o. We conclude that L 1 , and 
hence L 1X#qj, is ri-reduced. 

A similar proof shows that qL"i.l y-1 is also rcreduced. • 

We know that the boundary word of each of the four quadrants is 1, so 
that each quadrant is subdivided into relator polygons. The two words in the 
lemma are sub-boundary words that do not flank either of the two q-edges; 
that is, neither of the q-edges is surrounded by other (boundary) edges on 
both sides. As we are working within !JIll, the octagonal relator polygon is not 
inside a quadrant. The only other relator involving a q-Ietter is the eight-
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Figure 12.7 

q 

Figure 12.8 

sided "petal" in A2 (Figure 12.7). There must be such a petal involving 
the q-Ietter on the quadrant's boundary. The lemma shows that the petal's 
boundary must contain edges in Yand edges in X# (Figure 12.8). 

The following lemma completes the proof of Boone's lemma and, with 
it, the Novikov-Boone-Britton theorem. In view of a further application 
of it in the next section, however, we prove slightly more than we need 
now. 

Lemma 12.15. Let Ll and L2 be words on {x, rio i E I} that are r;-reduced for 
all i E I. If X and Yare freely reduced words on {so, ... , SM} and if 

L 1 X#q j YL2 =q inPA2' 
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then both X and Yare positive and 

Xqj Y == (X#qj Y)* = q in r. 

Remark. In our case, both X and Yare freely reduced, for X and Yare 

positive (because == X# qj Y is special), and positive words are necessarily 

freely reduced. 

Proof. The previous lemma shows that Ll X# qj = qL21 y-1 in f!l2 and that 

both words are ri-reduced. By Corollary 11.82, the number p 0 of r-Ietters 

in Ll is the same as the number of r-Ietters in L2 (because no r-Ietters occur 

outside of Ll or L 2 ); the proof is by induction on p. 
If p = 0, then the equation L1X#qj YL 2 = q is 

xm X#qj Yx n = q in f!l2' 

This equation involves no r-Ietters, and so we may regard it as an equation 

in f!lJ * Q ::;; f!l2, where Q = <q, qQ, . .. ,qN)' But the normal form theorem for 

free products (Theorem 11.52) gives qj = q and xm X# = 1 = Yx n in f!ll' Since 

f!ll is an HNN extension with base f!lo = <x) and stable letters {so, . .. , SM}' 
it follows from Britton's lemma that m = 0 = n and that both X and Yare 

empty. Thus, X and Yare positive and X qj Y == qj == q in r. 

Assume now that p > O. By Lemma 12.14, the words L 1X#qj and 

qL21 y-1 are ri-reduced for all i. Since f!l2 is an HNN extension with base 

f!ll * Q and stable letters {ri' i E I}, Britton's lemma gives subwords L3 of Ll 

and L4 of L2 such that 

(1) L 1X#q jYL 2 == L3(r{XmX#qjYxnri-e)L4 = q in f!l2, 

where the word in parentheses is a pinch; moreover, either e = -1 and 

xm X# qj Yxn E Ai = <Fi# qi1 Gi, spx, all /3), 

or e = +1 and 

xmX#qjYxn E Bi = <HtqizKi' spx-l, all /3). 

In the first case, 

for the membership holds in the free product f!ll * Q; in the second case, 

qj = qiz' We consider only the case 

e = -1, 

leaving the similar case e = + 1 to the reader. There is a word 

w == xm X# qj YxnuO(Fi# U1 ... (Fi# = 1 in f!ll * Q, 

where (Xj = ± 1 and the uj are possibly empty words on {spx, all {3}. Of all 

such words, we assume that w has been chosen with t minimal. We may 
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further assume that each Uj is a reduced word on {sf/x, all P}, for Corollary 
12.12(i) says that this set freely generates its subgroup. Since co = 1 in!JBl * Q, 
the normal form theorem for free products (Theorem 11.52) shows that each 
"syllable" of co between consecutive q/s is equal to 1 in !JBl' However, if 
one views !JBl * Q as an HNN extension with base !JBl and stable letters 
{q, qo,"" qN} (as in Example 11.10, in which case the subgroups A and Bare 
1), then Britton's lemma says that co contains a pinch qjCqj" as a subword 
with C = 1 in !JBl (of course, this case of Britton's lemma is very easy to see 
directly). 

If a pinch involves the first occurrence of q}, then -8 = IXl = -1 and 

Yx"uOGi l = 1 in !JBl' 

We claim that a pinch cannot occur at any other place in co. Otherwise, there 
is an index v with a pinch occurring as a subword of (F/" qP;),z'uiF/" qPi)"·+l. 
If IXv = + 1, then IXv+l = -1, the pinch is qjGiuvGi-lqjl, and GiuvGi- l = 
1 in !JBl; if IX. = -1, then IX.+l = + 1, the pinch is qjl Fi#-lU.F/"qj, and 
Fj#-lu.Fi# = 1 in !JBl' In either case, we have Uv = 1 in !JBl' But Uv is a reduced 
word on the basis {sf/x: all P}, and so Uv == 1, contradicting the minimality of 
t. We conclude that t = 1, IXl = -1, and 

co == xm X#qjYx"uOGilqjl Fi#-lUl = 1 in!JBl * Q. 

We have already seen that 

YX"UOGi- l = 1 in !JBl , 

and so it follows from co being in the free product that 

Fi#-lulx mX#=l in!JBl · 

We rewrite these last two equations, by conjugating, into more convenient 
form: 

(2) { X"UOGil Y = 1 in!JBl 
X#F/,,-lU l Xm =1 in!JBl · 

Recall that Gi is a positive s-word. Let us show, after canceling all 
subwords of the form sf/s,/ or Sfjl sf/ (if any), that the first surviving letter of 
Gil Y is positive; that is, there is enough cancellation so that the whole of 
Gi is eaten by Y. Otherwise, after cancellation, Gil Y begins with Spl for 
some p. Since !JBl is an HNN extension with base (x) and stable letters 
{so, ... , SM}' then x"UOGi- l Y = 1 in!JBl implies, by Britton's lemma, that its 
post-cancellation version contains a pinch s{Ds-;.f == s{xhs-;.f, where 0 A. 
M. Now Uo is a reduced word on {sox, ... , SMX}, say, 

Uo = (Sf/,X)9' .. . (sf/p x)9P, 

where gv = ± 1. The pinch is not a subword of x"uo. It follows that the last 
letter s-;.f of the pinch s{ xhs-;'f is the first surviving letter Sfjl of Gil Y. Thus, 
A. = P = PP' f = + 1 = gp' and Sf/XhSfjl == Sf/XSfjl; that is, h = 1. But x = 
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SpX2 si1 in &11, giving x E (x2), a contradiction. The first surviving letter of 

G;-l Y is thus positive, and so there is a subword Y1 of Y beginning with a 

positive s-letter for which Y == G; Y1 • 

In a similar manner, one sees, after canceling all subwords of the form spSi1 
or si1 sp (if any), that the first surviving letter of X# F/ -1 is negative; that is, 

there is enough cancellation so that the whole of F/-1 is eaten by X#. The 

proof is just as above, inverting the original equation X#F;#-l u1Xm = 1 in 

&11, There is thus a subword Xl of X with Xr ending in a negative letter and 

such that X == X1F;. 
We have proved, in [J81' that 1 = x nuoG;-l Y = x nuoG;-lG;Y1, and so 

U01 = Y1x n in &11, 

Define 

Since Uo is a word on spx's and r;-l spxr; = spx-1 for all {3, the element VOl is a 

word on {sox-1, ... , SMX-1 }. But we may also regard U01 and as elements 

of [J81 = (x, So, ... , SM)' By Corollary 12.12(ii), there is an automorphism 

t/J of &11 with t/J(x) = x-1 and t/J(sp) = sp for all {3. Hence, VOl = t/J(U01) = 
t/J( Y1 xn) = Y1 x-n; that is, 

(3) VOl = Y1 x-n in [J81' 

If one defines vl 1 = r;-l ul1r;, then a similar argument gives 

(4) 

where Xl is the subword of X defined above. 

Let us return to the induction (remember that we are still in the case 

e = -1 of the beginning equation (1)): 

L 1X#qjYL2 == L3(r;exmX#qjYxnr;-e)L4 = q in [J82' 

There are equations in [J82' 

q = L 1X#qjYL2 == L3 r;-1(xmX#)qj(Yxn)riL4 

Therefore, 

= L 3r;-1(ul1 F;#)qiG;u01 )r;L4 

= L3 vl 1ri1(F;#qjG;)r;vo1 L4 

- L -l( -1F# G ) -1 L - 3V1 r i i qj iri Vo 4 

= (L3 Vl 1)Hrq;2K;(vo1 L4) 

Eq. (2) 

= (L3X-mXf)Hrq;2K;(Y1x-nL4) Eqs. (3), (4). 

L 3x-m(Xr H;# q;2K; Ydx-n L4 = q in [J82' 

Now L 3x-m and x-nL4 are words on {x, r;, i E I} having at most p - 10ccur-

rences of various r-Ietters. In order to apply the inductive hypothesis, we 
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must see that xt Hr and K; YI are freely reduced; that is, they contain no 

"forbidden" subwords of the form SpSpl or Spl sp. Now K; is a positive word 

on s-letters, so that it contains no forbidden subwords; further, YI == G;-l Y is 

just a subword of Y (since the whole of G; is eaten by Y), hence has no 

forbidden subwords, by hypothesis. Therefore, a forbidden subword can 

occur in K; YI only at the interface. But this is impossible, for we have seen 

that YI begins with a positive letter, namely, "the first surviving letter" above. 

A similar argument shows that xt Hr is freely reduced. 

By induction, both XIH; and K; YI are positive. Hence, their subwords Xl 

and YI are also positive, and hence X == X I F; and Y == G; YI are positive. The 

inductive hypothesis also gives 

(xt H;#q;2 K ; YI )* = q in r. 

Since (Xr Hr)# = XIH;, we have 

(5) 

(it is only now that we see why the "sharp" operation # was introduced; had 

we used inversion instead, we would now have H;Xlq;2K; YI = q in r, and we 

could not finish the proof). Thus, 

XqjY == XIF;qjG;YI 

== XIF;q;, G; YI = XIH;q;2K; YI in r. 

Combining this with (5) gives 

XqjY=q inr, 

as desired. The case e = + 1 at the beginning of the inductive step is entirely 

similar, and the proof of Boone's lemma and the Novikov-Boone-Britton 

theorem is complete. • 

Here is some geometric interpretation of the long proof of this last lemma. 

At the end of the previous lemma, we had shown that a quadrant involving 

== X#q;, Yon the outer boundary and a q on the inner boundary must 

have a "petal" relator polygon next to q;,. Now there is another q-Ietter on 

this petal which is now in the interior of the quadrant. As petals are the only 

relator polygons involving q-Ietters (for we are working in gj<1), there must be 

a sequence of such petals (involving various q-Ietters) from the outer bound-

ary of the quadrant to the q on the inner boundary (Figure 12.9). 

Do any other q-edges occur on interior regions of the quadrant? The only 

other possibility is a flower whose eight-sided petals arise from a petal relator 

regions (Figure 12.10). We have not drawn the relator polygons that sub-

divide the eye of the flower, but we may assume that the eye contains no relator 

regions having q-edges (otherwise the eye contains a smaller such flower and 

we examine it). The boundary word of the flower's eye involves r;'s and sp's, 

and this word is 1 in gj2. By Britton's lemma, this word contains a pinch of 
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Figure 12.9 

Figure 12.10 

12. The Word Problem 
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the form rieCri-e. There are thus two adjacent petals whose r-edges point in 

opposite directions, and this contradicts the orientation of these petals (note 

how the geometry of the plane enters). 

x' 

Figure 12.11 

" " '-' 
" 
" 

x" 

Now focus on the top portion of the quadrant. The remainder of the proof 

shows that the dashed paths comprised of s-edges can be drawn (actually, the 

proof shows that the rightward path is xt (followed by x-m, which is incor-

porated into L3 )and the leftward path is Yl (followed by x n, which is incorpo-

rated into L4)' Induction says that one can repeat this construction, so that 

the petals move down to the bottom q; thus the whole quadrant can be 

subdivided into relator regions. 

Aside from the group-theoretic proof just given (which is a simplification 

of Britton's original proof), there are several other proofs of the unsolvability 

of the word problem for groups: the original combinatorial proofs of 

Novikov and of Boone; a proof of G. Higman's, which is a corollary of 

his imbedding theorem. The proof of Higman's imbedding theorem that we 

shall give in the next section uses our development so far, whereas Higman's 

original proof does not depend on the Novikov-Boone-Britton theorem. 

We must mention an important result here (see Lyndon and Schupp (1977) 

for a proof). W. Magnus (1930) proved the Freiheitsatz. If G is a finitely 

generated group having only one defining relation r, say, G = (Xl' ••. , xnlr), 
then any subset of {Xl' ••. , Xn} not containing all the Xi involved in r freely 

generates its subgroup. As a consequence, he showed (1932) that G has a 

solvable word problem. 

There are other group-theoretic questions yielding unsolvable problems; 

let us consider another such question now. 

Definition. A finitely generated group G = (XIA) has a solvable conjugacy 
problem if there is a decision process to determine whether an arbitrary pair 

of words wand w' on X are conjugate elements of G. 
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When G is finitely presented, it can be shown that its having a solvable 
conjugacy problem does not depend on the choice of finite presentation. A 
group with a solvable conjugacy problem must have solvable word problem, 
for one can decide whether an arbitrary word w is (a conjugate of) 1; the 
converse is false. We now indicate how this result fits into our account. 

Corollary 12.16. The group [14A has solvable word problem and unsolvable 
conjugacy problem. 

Proof. Recall that [14A is Boone's group [14 without the octagonal relation 
w(q). A.A. Fridman (1960) and Boone, independently, proved that [14A has 
solvable word problem (we will not present this argument). 

The following three statements are equivalent for any special word L: 

(i) W(L) = 1 in [14; 

(ii) = q in r; 
(iii) W(L) is conjugate to w(q) in [14A. 

The necessity of Boone's lemma is (i) => (ii); in geometric terms, we have 
already seen that the labeled directed annulus with outer boundary word 
W(L) and inner boundary word w(q) can be subdivided into relator polygons 
corresponding to relations other than w(q); that is, using relations of [14A. This 
proves (ii) => (iii). Finally, (iii) => (i) is obviously true, because w(q) = 1 in [14. 

The equivalence of (i) and (iii) shows that [14A has a solvable conjugacy prob-
lem if and only if [14 has a solvable word problem. By the Novikov-Boone-
Britton theorem, [14A has an unsolvable conjugacy problem. • 

The Higman Imbedding Theorem 

When can a finitely generated group be imbedded in a finitely presented 
group? The answer to this purely group-theoretic question reveals a har-
monic interplay of Group Theory and Mathematical Logic. The proof we 
present here is due to S. Aanderaa (1970). 

The following technical lemma is just a version of the "trick" which allows 
an arbitrary word on an alphabet to be viewed as a positive word on a larger 
alphabet. 

Lemma 12.17. Every group G has a presentation 

G = (YI'I') 

in which every relation is a positive word on Y. If G is finitely generated (or 
finitely presented), there is such a presentation in which Y (or both Y and '1') is 
finite. 

Proof. If G = (Xld) is a presentation, define a new set X' disjoint from X and 

I
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in bijective correspondence with it via x r-+ x', 

X' = {x'ix EX}, 

and define a new presentation of G: 

G = (X u xx', x EX), 
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where consists of all the words in rewritten by replacing every occur-
rence of every x-1 by x'. • 

Definition. A group R is recursively presented if it has a presentation 

R = (u 1 , ... , urnlw = 1, wEE), 

where each w is a positive word on U 1, ... , urn' and E is an r.e. set. 

The lemma shows that the positivity assumption, convenient for notation, 
is nO real restriction On R. 

EXERCISES 

12.12. If a group R is recursively presented, then it has a presentation whose relations 
form a recursive set of positive words. (Hint. If the given presentation is 

R = (u b .•. , urnlwk = 1, k;:::: 0), 

where {Wk = 1, k ;:::: O} is an r.e. set of positive words, define a new presentation 

(Ul, ... , Urn' yly = 1, ykwk = 1, k;:::: 0).) 

12.13. Every finitely generated subgroup of a finitely presented group is recursively 
presented. (Hint. Consider all words that can be obtained from 1 by a finite 
number of elementary operations.) 

12.14. Every recursively presented group can be imbedded in a two-generator recur-
sively presented group. (Hint. Corollary 11.80.) 

Theorem 12.18 (G. Higman, 1961). Every recursively presented group R can be 

imbedded in a finitely presented group. 

With Exercise 12.13, Higman's theorem characterizes finitely generated 
subgroups of finitely presented groups. 

Assume that R has a presentation 

R = (u 1 , ..• , urnlw = 1, wEE), 

where E is an r.e. set of positive u-words. There is thus a Turing machine T 

(with alphabet {so, ... , SM} containing {Ul, ... , urn}) enumerating E; more-
over, by Exercise 12.11, we may assume that T has stopping state qo. We are 
going to use the group £JI(T), constructed in Boone's lemma, arising from the 
semi group r(T). Now the original Markov-Post semigroup y(T) was rewrit-
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ten as qT) for the convenience of the proof of the unsolvability of the word 
problem. For Higman's theorem, we shall rewrite y(T) another way. Of 
course, this will engender changes in the generators and relations of £Jl(T), 
and so we review the construction. Beginning with a Turing machine T with 
stopping state qo, we constructed y(T) with generators q, h, qo, ... , qN' So, ... , 
SM' and certain relations. The semigroup qT) renamed h as the last s-letter; 
thus, qT) has generators q's and s's and relations those of y rewritten ac-
cordingly. Returning to the original notation (with h no longer an s-letter) 
gives a group £Jl(T) with generators: 

and relations those of the original £Jl(T) but with the relations rewritten 
accordingly: 

forall /3=O, ... ,M and iEl, 

-1 2 
Sp xSp = x , 
-1 -1 ri spxri = xSp , 

h-1 xh = x 2 , 

ri- 1hxri = xh-l, 

By Corollary 12.9, a positive s-word w lies in E if and only if w(h-1 ql wh) = 1 
in £Jl(T); that is, WEE if and only if 

(6) k(h-lw-lql1hth-lqlWh) = (h-lw-lql1hth-lqlWh)k in £Jl(T). 

Let us introduce new notation to simplify this last equation. First, define 
£Jl2(T) as the group with the presentation 

£Jl2 (T) = (q, h, qo, ... , qN, So, ... , SM, ri, i E 

Now introduce new symbols: 

and 

Define a new group £Jl;(T) by the presentation 

£Jl;(T) = (£Jl2(T); rlr-l(ql1hrih-lqdr = ql1hrih-lql, 

r-l(ql1hxh-lql)r = ql1hxh-lqd· 

Note that .1B;(T) is just another presentation of the group 

£Jl3 = (£Jl2 (T); tltri = rit, i E I, tx = xt), 

as can be quickly seen by replacing r by its definition. Similarly, we define 

£Jl'(T) = (£Jl;(T); KIK-l(hrih-l)K = hrih-l, K-1(hxh- 1 )K = hxh-1 , 

K-I(hq-Ih-Iqlrqjlhqh-I)K = hq-1h-1qlrqj1hqh- I ). 

Replacing K by its definition shows that £Jl'(T) is another presentation of 

£Jl(T) = (£Jl3(T); klkri = rik, i E I, kx = xk, k(q-I tq) = (q-I tq)k). 
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Lemma 12.19. 

(i) £36;(T) is an HNN extension with base £362 (T) and stable letter r. 
(ii) £36' (T) £36( T), and £36' (T) is an H N N extension with base £36; (T) and sta-

ble letter K. 

Proof. As the proof of Lemma 12.11. • 

The next lemma shows how £36'(T) simplifies (6). 

Lemma 12.20. If w is a positive word on so, ... , SM' then WEE if and only if 
K(w-1rw) = (w- 1rw)K in £36'(T). 

Proof. The equation w(h-1qlwh) = 1 in £36(T) has this simpler form in £36'(T) 

once t and k are replaced by rand K, respectively. • 

Form the free product £36'(T) * R. Recall that R is generated by 
{u 1 , ••• , um }· At the outset, the Turing machine T enumerating the relations 
of R was chosen so that its alphabet {so, ... , SM} contains {u 1 , ... , um }. Of 
course, the generating sets of the free factors of £36'(T) * R must be disjoint. 
Let us, therefore, introduce new letters {ai' ... , am} C {so, ... , SM} C £36'(T) 

for the replica of {Ul' ... , um } C R. Henceforth, we will regard the r.e. set E as 
comprised of certain positive words on {ai' ... , am} C {so, ... , SM}. Our re-
writing is completed. 

Now define new groups £364 , £365, and £366 as follows (these also depend on 
T, but we abbreviate notation): 

£364 = (£36'(T) * R; b1, ... , bml bi- 1 ujbi = Uj' bi- 1 ajbi = aj' 

bi- 1 Kbi = Kui\ all i,j = 1, ... , m); 

£365 = (£364; dl d-1 Kd = K, d-1 aibid = ai' i = 1, ... , m); 

£366 = (£365; ala-Ira = rd, a-IKa = K, a-laia = ai, i = 1, ... , m). 

Aanderaa's proof of Higman's theorem is in two steps. The first step shows 
that each of these groups is an HNN extension of its predecessor: 

R £36'(T) * R £364 £365 £366; 

by Theorem 11.78, each group is imbedded in its successor, and so R is a 
subgroup of £366. The second step shows that £366 is finitely presented. After the 
proof is completed, we shall see that the diagram in Plate 4 partially explains 
how the generators and relations of the groups £364, £365, and £366 arise. 

Lemma 12.21. The subgroups <ai' ... , am, K) and <ai' ... , am, r) of £36'(T) * R 

are free groups with respective bases the displayed generating sets. 

Proof. Recall our analysis of £36( T) in Lemma 12.11: £361 is an HNN extension 
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with base 910 and stable letters {so, ... , SM}; in our present notation, 911 has 
stable letters {h,sO,,,,,SM}' It follows from Lemma 11.76 that (h,so, ... , 

SM) is a free group with basis {h,sO,,,,,SM}' Since 911 this last 
statement holds in 91'(T)*R. But {al, ... ,am}c{sO,,,,,SM}' so that 
(al, ... , am) is free with basis {al' ... , am}. 

We now show that {a1, ... , am, K} freely generates its subgroup (a similar 
argument that {a1, ... , am, -r} freely generates its subgroup is left to the read-
er). Otherwise, there is a word 

W == CoKe'C1Ke2",Cn_1Ken = 1 in PA'(T)*R, 

where e. = ± 1 and c. are (possibly empty) freely reduced words on 
{a1, ... , am}; we may further of all such words w, that n is chosen 
minimal. Since w involves no u-Ietters, we have w = 1 in PA'(T). As 91'(T) is 
an HNN extension with base and stable letter K, Britton's lemma says 
that either w does not involve K or w contains a pinch KeC.K-e, where c. 
is a word on {hrih-l, i E I, hxh-l, hq-l h-1ql -rql1 hqh-1}. But the relations 
in 91'(T) show that K commutes with c., so that KeC.K-e = c. in 91'(T) 

91' (T) * R. and this contradicts the minimality of n. It follows that w does not 
involve K; that is. w is a reduced word on {al' ... , am}. But we have already 
seen that (a 1 • ... , am) is free with basis {al' ... , am}, so that w == 1. • 

Lemma 12.22.914 in an HNN extension with base 91'(T) * R and stable letters 

{b1 , ... , bm }· 

Proof. It suffices to show there are isomorphisms ((Ji: Ai --+ Bi, where 

Ai = (u 1,···, Um• a1, ... , am. K), 

Bi = (Ul, ... , Urn, al, ... , am, KUjl), 

and ((J1(ui) = uJ, ((Ji(aj) = ai' and ((JI(K) = KUi1. Note that Ai = BI • 

It is easy to see, in 91'(T) * R. that 

Ai= (al, ... ,am,K)*(Ul'''''Um) 

= (a 1, ... , am, K) *R. 

By Lemma 12.21, (a 1, ... , am, K) is freely generated by {a1, ... , am, K}. so 
that 'Pi is a well defined homomorphism. Similarly, the map ljIi: Bi --+ Ai, giv-
en by ljIi(Uj) = uj• ljIi(aj) = ai' and ljIl(K) = KU;, is a well defined homomor-
phism. But ljIi is the inverse of ((J;, so that ((Ji is an isomorphism and 914 is an 
HNN extension. • 

Lemma 12.23.915 is an HNN extension with base 914 and stable letter d. 

Proof. It suffices to show that there is an isomorphism 

((J: A = (K, a1bt> .... ambm) --+ B = (K. at> ... , am) 

with ((J(K) = K and ((J(a,bi) = ai for all i. 
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Since K-1biK = biUi in [JU4, the function 8: [JU4 --+ [JU'(T) * R, defined by 

sending each bi to 1, each Ui to 1, and all other generators to themselves, is 

a well defined homomorphism (it preserves all the relations: bi = 1 implies 

1 = K-1biK = biui = uJ The map 8 takes each of <K, a1bt> ... , ambm> and 

<K, a1, ... , am> onto the subgroup <K, a1, ... , am>::; [JU'(T)*R which, by the 

preceding lemma, is free on the displayed generators. By Exercise 11.8, each 

of the two subgroups A and B of [JU4 is free on the displayed generators, and 

so the map cp: A --+ B given above is a well defined isomorphism. • 

The next lemma will be needed in verifying that [JU6 is an HNN extension 

of [JUs. 

Lemma 12.24. The subgroup A = <K, a1, ... , am, r> ::; [JU'(T) has the presenta-
tion 

Remark. Recall our change in notation: although E was originally given as a 

set of positive words on {u 1 , ••• , um }, it is now comprised of positive words 

on {at> ... , am}· 

Proof. By Lemma 12.20, the relations K-1w-1rwK = w-1rw, for all wEE, do 

hold in fJU'(T), and hence they hold in the subgroup A ::; fJU'(T). To see that 

no other relations are needed, we shall show that if ( is a freely reduced word 

on {K, a1, ... , am, r} with ( = 1 in A, then ( can be transformed into 1 via 

elementary operations using only these relations. 

Step 1. ( contains no subword of the form where 6 = ± 1, '1 = ± 1, 
and wEE. 

It is easy to see that the given relations imply 

If ( contains a subword then 

(== 
is an elementary operation. Cancel all subwords (if any) of the form yy-1 or 

y-1 y, where y == r, K, or some aj • With each such operation, the total number 

of occurrences of r8 which precede some goes down. Therefore, we may 

assume that ( is freely reduced and contains no subwords of the form 

Step 2. (involves both K and r. 

If ( does not involve K, then it is a word on {a 1, ... , am' r}. But this set 

freely generates its subgroup, by Lemma 12.21, and so ( being freely reduced 

and ( = 1 imply ( == 1. A similar argument shows that ( involves r as well. 

Since [JU'(T) is an HNN extension with base [JU;(T) and stable letter K, 
Britton's lemma says that ( contains a pinch KeVK- e, where e = ± 1, and 
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there is a word D on {hrih-t, i E J, hxh-1 , hq-l h-1 ql,ql1 hqh-1 } with 

V = D in PA;(T). 

Choose D so that the number of occurrences of, in it is minimal. 

Step 3. D is ,-reduced. 

Now PA;(T) is an HNN extension with base PA2(T) and stable letter ,. Let 
us write 

so that 
hq-l h-1 ql ,ql1 hqh-1 == b,b-1 . 

If D, which is now a word on {hrih-t, i E J, hxh-1, b,b-1 }, is not ,-reduced, 
then it contains a pinch. Since an occurrence of , can only arise from an 
occurrence of b,b-1, it follows that 

D == Dl b,! b-1 D2 b,-! b-1 D3 , 

where D2 does not involve the stable letter, (just check the cases f = 1 and 
f= -1 separately); moreover, there is a word Won {Ql1hrih-lql' iEI, 
ql1hxh-lqd with 

b-1 D2 b = W in PA2 (T) 

(the subgroups A and B in the HNN extension are here equal, and so we need 
not pay attention to the sign off). From tLe presentation of we see 
that, and W commute. Therefore, 

D = D1J,fW,-fJ-1D3 = D1JWJ-1D3 in 

contradicting our choice of D having the minimal number of occurrences of 
,. It follows that D is ,-reduced. 

Step 4. V is ,-reduced. 

Otherwise, V contains a pinch ,gc,-g, where 

C = W in PA2 (T) 

and W, a word on {Ql1hrih-1Ql' i E I, Ql1hxh-lqd (as above), commutes 
with, in Now V does not involve K, so its subword C involves neither 
K nor ,. Since " hence its subword V, is a word on {K, a1, ... , am' ,}, it follows 
that C is a word on {a1, ... ,am }. But <"al, ... ,am ) is a free 
group with basis the displayed generators, by Lemma 12.21, and so C 
commutes with, if and only if C == 1. Therefore, the pinch ,gc,-g == ,g,-g, 
contradicting, being freely reduced. 

Step 5. Both V and D involve ,. 

Since V = D in PA;(T) and both are ,-reduced, Corollary 11.82 applies to 
show that both of them involve the same number of occurrences of the stable 
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letter r. Assume now that neither V nor D involves !. Then V is a word on 
{aI' ... , am} and D is a word on {hrih-I, i E I, hxh-l }; we may assume that D 

has been chosen so that the total number of occurrences of r-Ietters is mini-
mal; moreover, we may assume that all adjacent factors equal to hxh-l are 
collected as hxmh-l . It follows that the equation V = D holds in the subgroup 
P42(T), which is an HNN extension with base P41 * <q, qo, ... , qN) and stable 
letters {ri' i E I}. 

Now V is r;-reduced for all i because V, being a word on {aI' ... , am}, does 
not even involve any r-Ietters. We claim that D is also ri-reduced for all i. 

Otherwise, D (a word on {hrih-l, i E I, hxh-l }) contains a pinch: there is thus 
an index i with 

D == f1lhr/h-If12hri-lh-If13' 

where 1 = ± 1 and f12 involves no r-Ietters (just check the cases 1 = 1 and 
1 = -1 separately); hence, f12 == hxmh-l (since it is freely reduced), and 

D == f1 l hr/xmr;-lh-1 f13. 

The pinch in D is thus r/xmri- l , and Britton's lemma concludes, depending on 
the sign of I, that xm is equal in P41 * <q, qo, ... , qN) either to a word on 
{Fr qi 1 Gi, SOX, ., ., SMX} or to a word on {Ht q;2K;, sox-I, ... , SMX-l }. As D 

does not involve q-Ietters, xm is equal in fIJI to a word on either {sox, ... , 

SMX} or {soX-I, ... , SMX-l}, and we have already seen, in the proof of Lemma 
12.14, that this forces m = O. Therefore, the pinch is riri-

l , contradicting our 
choice of D having the minimal number ofr-Ietters. We conclude that both V 

and Dare r;-reduced for all i. By Corollary 11.82, D involves no r-Ietters 
(because V involves none), and D is a word on hxh-l ; that is, D = hxnh-l in 
fIJI' In this step, V is assumed to be a word on {aI' ... , am} C {So, ... , SM}' so 
that the equation V = D holds in P41 and 

Vhx-n h-l = 1 in P41 . 

Recall that P41 is an HNN extension with base <x) and stable letters 
{h, so, ... , SM}' If V involves aj for some j, then Britton's lemma gives a pinch 
a; U aj-V, where v = ± 1 and U is a power of x (for aj is a stable letter). Now 
h #- aj' for h ¢ {so, ... , SM}, so that this pinch must be a subword of V. But V 

does not involve x, and so U == 1; therefore a; aiv is a subword of V, contra-
dicting ( and its subword V being freely reduced. It follows that V involves no 
a.' as V is now assumed to be a word on a-letters, we have V == 1. Recall that 
V'arose in the pinch KeVK- e, a subword of (, and this, too, contradicts (being 
freely reduced. 

Step 6. V contains a subword !e VP' where Vp is a positive a-word lying in the 
r.e. set E. 

Since D, a word on {hrih-l, i E I, hxh-1, hq-l h-1 ql !ql1 hqh-1}, involves !, 
it must involve hq-l h-Iql ,ql1 hqh-1. Write 

D == N(hq-Ih-lql,aql1hqh-l)A, 
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where (X = ± 1 and the word in parentheses is the final occurrence of the long 
word involving r in D; thus, A is a word on {hrih-l, i E 1, hxh-1}. 

Since V involves r, we may write 

(7) 

where Gj = ± 1 and each Vi is a freely reduced word on a-letters. By Steps 3 
and 4, both D and V are r-reduced, so that Corollary 11.82 says that 

rEp VpA -1 hq-1 h-1q1 r-a 

is a pinch. Thus, there is a word Z on kl1hrih-1q1' q11hxh-1qd with 

VpA -1 hq-1 h-1 q1 = Z in 

of course, we may choose 
Z = q11hL1h-1q1' 

where L1 is a word on {x, ri, i E I}; similarly, since A is a word on {hrih-l, 

i E I, hxh-1}, we may write 

A -1 = hL2h-1 in 

where L2 is a word on {x, ri , i E I}. Substituting, we see that 

VphL2h-1hq-1h-1q1 = q11hL1h-1q1 in 

and we rewrite this equation as 

Ll1 h-1 q1 VphL2 = q in 

Note that Vph is freely reduced, for Vp is a freely reduced word on a-letters, 

and h is not an s-letter, hence not an a-letter. By Lemma 12.15 (with X = h 

and Y = Vph), we have Ya positive word, so that its subword Vp is a positive 
word on a-letters; moreover, 

hq1 Vph = q in y(T). 

By Lemma 12.4, Vp E E. Returning to (7), the birthplace of Vp, we see that 
rEp is a subword of V. Indeed, V = V' rEp Vp' where V'is the initial segment 
of V. 

Step 7. Conclusion. 

Recall that V arose inside the pinch ICe VIC- e , which is a subword of (. From 
the previous step, we see that ICe V' rEp VpIC- e is a subword of (. In particular, ( 
contains a subword of the form where G = ± 1, 1'/ = ± 1, and OJ E E. 

But we showed, in Step 1, that ( contains no such subword. This completes 
the proof. • 

Lemma 12.25. 

(i) is an HNN extension with base and stable letter (T. 

(ii) R is imbedded in 
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Proof. (i) It suffices to show that there is an isomorphism 

with q>(K) = K, q>(r) = rd, and q>(a) = aj for allj. Since 

8#'(T) ::::;; f!44 ::::;; f!4s, 
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the subgroup A is precisely the subgroup whose presentation was determined 
in the previous lemma: 

To see that q> is a well defined homomorphism, we must show that it 
preserves all the relations; that is, if wEE, then 

We shall show that this last equation does hold in f!4s, and hence it holds in 
B::::;; 8#s. 

Let us introduce notation. If W is a word on {a 1, ... , am}, write Wb to 
denote the word obtained from W by replacing each aj by bj , and let W. denote 
the word obtained from W by replacing each aj by uj • If wEE, then W. = 1, 
for W. is one of the original defining relations of R. For wEE, each of the 
following equations holds in f!4s: 

K-1w-1rdwK = K-1w-1r(dwr1)dK 

= K-1w-1rwwbdK 

(for daid-1 = aibi in f!45 and ai and bj commute in f!44 ::::;; f!45J. Since K and d 
commute in f!4s, we have 

K-1w-1rwwbdK = K-1w-1rwwbKd 

= K-1w-1rwK(K-1WbK)d 

= K-1w-1rwKwbwud 

(because bi and Uj commute and K- 1 biK = biUi) 

= K-1w-1rwKwbd 

(because W. = 1). We have shown that 

On the other hand, 

K-1w-1rwwbdK = (K-1w-1rwK)wb d 

= w-1rwwbd. 
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as we saw above. Therefore, 

K-1w-1.dcmc = w-1.dw in f!45 

and qJ: A -+ B is a well defined homomorphism. 

To see that qJ is an isomorphism, we construct a homomorphism t/I: f!45 -+ 
f!45 whose restriction t/lIB is the inverse of qJ. Define t/I by setting t/l1f!4'(T) to 

be the identity map and 

t/I(d) = t/I(bi) = t/I(Ui) = 1. 

Inspection of the various presentations shows that t/I is a well defined 

homomorphism. Since t/I(K) = K, t/I(ai) = ai' and t/I(.d) = ., we see that t/lIB is 
the inverse of qJ. 

(ii) This follows from several applications of Theorem 11.78. • 

The following lemma completes the proof of the Higman imbedding 

theorem: 

Lemma 12.26. f!46 is finitely presented. 

Proof. The original presentation of R is 

R=(u 1 , ••• ,umlw= l,wEE), 

where E is an r.e. set of positive words on {u 1 , ••• , um }. Recall the notation 

introduced in the proof of Lemma 12.25: if w is a word on {ai' ... , am}, then 

Wu and Wb are obtained from W by replacing each ai by Ui or bi' respectively. 

With this notation, the presentation of R can be rewritten: 

R = (u 1 , ••• , umlwu = 1, wEE). 

Now f!4'(T) * R is a finitely generated group having a finite number of rela�

tions occurring in the presentation of f!4'(T) together with the (possibly infi�

nitely many) relations above for R. Each step of the construction of f!46 from 

f!4'(T) * R contributes only finitely many new generators and relations. Thus, 

f!46 is finitely generated, and it is finitely presented if we can show that every 

relation of the form Wu = 1, for wEE, is a consequence of the remaining 

relations in f!46. 
By Lemma 12.20, K-1W-1.WK = w-1.w for all WEE. Hence 

Since (1 commutes with K and with all ai' this gives 

As (1-1.(1 = .d, this gives 
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Inserting W",,-l W-l and ww-1 gives 

("-l W-1"CW,,),,-lW-1dw,, = (w-1"CW)w-1dw. 
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The terms in parentheses are equal (Lemma 12.20 again), so that canceling 
gives 

(8) 

Now the relations daid- 1 = aibi and aibj = bjai, all i,j, give 

dwd-1 = WWb' 

hence 
W = d-1WWbd, 

for every word W on {a 1, •.• , am}, and so 

(9) 

Substituting (9) into (8) gives 

Wb = "-1(w-1dw),,d-1 = "-l Wbd,,d-1• 

Since" and d commute, 

(10) 

On the other hand, the relations ,,-1 bi" = biUi and biuj = ujbi, all i, j, give 

,,-lWb " = WbWy. 

This last equation coupled with (10) gives 

and so Wy = 1, as desired. • 

Let us review the proof of Higman's theorem to try to understand 
Aanderaa's construction. Certainly, some of the relations of 846 are present to 
guarantee a chain of HNN extensions, for this gives an imbedding of R into 
f!46. The proof of the last lemma, showing that 846 is finitely presented, 
amounts to proving, for wEE, that Wy = 1 follows from the other relations; 
that is, one can subdivide the labeled directed polygon with boundary word 
Wy into relator polygons corresponding to the other relations in f!46. E. Rips 
has drawn a diagram (Plate 4) that helps explain the construction of f!46. 

Before we examine Plate 4, let us discuss diagrams in the plane from a 
different viewpoint. Regard the plane as lying on the surface of a sphere, and 
assume that the north pole, denoted by 00, lies outside a given diagram. 
Otherwise said, we may regard a given planar diagram D having n regions to 
actually have n + 1 regions, the new "unbounded" region (containing 00) 
being the outside of D. We now propose redrawing a diagram so that the 
unbounded region is drawn as an interior region. For example, assume that 
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b 

Figure 12.12 

b 

Figure 12.13 

Figure 12.12 shows that w == aba- 1 b2 = 1 in some group. Figure 12.13 is 
a redrawn version of Figure 12.12 with 00 marking the old unbounded 
region. 

To redraw, first number all the vertices, then connect them as they are 
connected in the original diagram. Note that all the (bounded) regions are 
relator regions corresponding to the inverses of the original relations, with 
the exception of that containing 00. The boundary word of the region with 00 

is sbt, as in the original diagram. In general, every (not necessarily bounded) 
region in the redrawn diagram is a relator polygon save the new region 
containing 00 whose boundary word is w. Such a diagram will show that 
w = 1 if every region (aside from that containing (0) is a relator polygon and 
the boundary word of the diagram is 1 in the group. 

Let us return to PJ6 • For a word wEE, draw a diagram, new version, 
showing that Wu = 1 in £1i6 (using only the other relations of £1i6 ). By Lemma 
12.20, wEE gives 
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1C 

1C 

Figure 12.14 

Figure 12.15 

We begin, therefore, with a labeled directed octagon for this word as well 

as with a "balloon" region (containing (0) inside having boundary word 

W II • To subdivide, draw a second octagon inside it, and yet a third octagon 

perturbed by two d-edges. Now complete this picture, adding CT-edges and the 

subdivision of the bottom, to obtain Plate 4, the diagram showing that Wu = 
1 follows from the other relations. 

Let us indicate, briefly, how the Novikov-Boone-Britton theorem follows 

from the Higman theorem. It is not difficult to construct a recursively 
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presented group G having an unsolvable word problem. For example, let G 
be a variant of the group in Theorem 11.85: if F is a free group with basis 
{a, b}, let 

G = (a, b, plp-l wnp = Wn for all nEE), 

where the commutator subgroup F' is free with basis {wo, Wi' ... , W n , ••• } 

and E is an r.e. set in 1L that is not recursive. By Higman's theorem, there is a 
finitely presented group G* containing G. If G* had a solvable word problem, 
then so would all its finitely generated subgroups, by Exercise 12.4, and this 
contradicts the choice of G. 

Some Applications 

Higman's theorem characterizes those finitely generated groups G that can 
be imbedded in finitely presented groups. Of course, any (perhaps nonfinitely 
generated) group G that can be so imbedded must be countable. In Theorem 
11.71, we saw that every countable group G can be imbedded in a two�
generator group GII . 

Lemma 12.27. If G is a countable group for which GIl is recursively presented, 
then G can be imbedded in a finitely presented group. 

Proof. Higman's theorem shows that GII can be imbedded in a finitely 
presented group. • 

At this point, we omit some details which essentially require accurate 
bookkeeping in order to give an explicit presentation of GII from a given 
presentation of G. We assert that there is a presentation of the abelian group 

00 

G= L D;, 
;=1 

where D; Q (QIlL) for all i, such that GIl is recursively presented. 

Theorem 12.28. There exists a finitely presented group containing an isomor-
phic copy of every countable abelian group as a subgroup. 

Proof. By Exercise 10.29, every countable abelian group can be imbedded in 
G = D;, where D; Q (QIlL) for all i. Lemma 12.27, with the assertion 
that GIl is recursively presented, gives the result. • 

There are only countably many finitely presented groups, and their free 
product is a countable group H having a presentation for which HII is 
recursively presented. 
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Theorem 12.29. There exists a universal finitely presented group 0/1; that is, 0/1 
is a finitely presented group and 0/1 contains an isomorphic copy of every fi�
nitely presented group as a subgroup. 

Proof. The result follows from Lemma 12.27 and our assertion about the 

group HII. • 

Groups with a solvable word problem admit an algebraic characterization. 

In the course of proving this, we shall encounter groups which are not finitely 

generated, yet over whose presentations we still have some control. Let G be 

a group with presentation 

G = (Xi> i OIA) 

in which each () E A is a (not necessarily positive) word on {Xi' i O}, let n be 

the set of all words on {Xi' i O}, and let R = {w E n: w = 1 in G}. Encode 

n in N using G6del numbers: associate to the word w == xf.' ... x[n the 

positive integer g(w) = Dk=l where Po < Pl < ... is the of 

primes (note that 1 + ek 0). The Godel image of this presentation is 

g(R) = {g(w): w E R}. 

Definition. A presentation (Xi' i OIA) is r.e. if its G6del image g(R) is an r.e. 

subset of N; this presentation has a solvable word problem if g(R) is recursive. 

Definition. A group G is r.e. or has a solvable word problem if it has some 

presentation which is either r.e. or has a solvable word problem. 

We remarked at the beginning of this chapter that a finitely generated 

group G having a solvable word problem relative to one presentation with a 

finite number of generators has a solvable word problem relative to any other 

such presentation. The analogue of this statement is no longer true when we 

allow nonfinitely generated groups. For example, let G be a free group of 

infinite rank with basis {Xi' i O}. Now g(R) is recursive (this is not instantly 

obvious, for R is an infinite set of nonreduced words; list its elements lexico�

graphically and according to length), and so this presentation, and hence G, 

has a solvable word problem. On the other hand, if E is an r.e. subset of N 

that is not recursive, then 

(Xi' i 0IX i = 1 if and only if i E E) 

is another presentation of G, but g(R) is not recursive; this second presenta�

tion has an unsolvable word problem. 

We wish to avoid some technicalities of Mathematical Logic (this is not the 

appropriate book for them), and so we shall shamelessly declare that certain 

groups arising in the next proof are either r.e. or have a solvable word prob�

lem; of course, the serious reader cannot be so cavalier. 
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A.V. Kuznetsov (1958) proved that every recursively presented simple 
group has a solvable word problem. 

Theorem 12.30 (Boone-Higman, 1974). A finitely generated group G has a 

solvable word problem if and only if G can be imbedded in a simple subgroup 

of some finitely presented group. 

Sketch of Proof. Assume that 

G=<gl, .. ·,g.)::;;S::;;H, 

where S is a simple group and H is finitely presented; say, 

H = (h1' ... , hmlP1' ... , pq ). 

Let Q' denote the set of all words on {h 1 , ••• , hm }, and let R' = {w' E Q': w' = 

1}; let Q denote the set of all words on {gl"'" g.}, and let R = {w E Q: w = 
1}. Theorem 12.2 shows that R' is r.e. If one writes each gi as a word in the hi' 

then one sees that R = Q n R'; since the intersection of Le. sets is Le. (Exer�
cise 12.8), it follows that R is Le. We must show that its complement {w E Q: 

w =1= 1} is also r.e. Choose s E S with s =1= 1. For each w E Q, define N(w) to be 
the normal subgroup of H generated by {w, P1' ... , pq }. Since S is a simple 
group, the following statements are equivalent for w E Q: w =1= 1 in G; 
N(w) n S =1= 1; S::;; N(w); s = 1 in H/N(w). As H is finitely presented, 
Theorem 12.2 shows that the set of all words in Q which are equal to 1 in 
H/N(w) is an Le. set. A decision process determining whether w = 1 in G thus 
consists in checking whether s = 1 in H/N(w). 

To prove the converse, assume that G = <gl' ... , gm) has a solvable word 
problem. By Exercise 12.10, 

{(u, v) E Q x Q: u =1= 1 and v =1= 1} 

is a recursive set; enumerate this set (uo, vol, (u 1 , v1 ), ••• (each word u or v has 
many subscripts in this enumeration). Define Go = G, and define 

G1 = (G; Xl' ti, i;?: 0lti1UiXj'"lUiX1ti = ViXj'"lUiX1, i;?: 0). 

It is plain that G1 has base G * <Xl) and stable letters {ti' i ;?: O}; it is an HNN 
extension because, for each i, both Ai = <UiXj'"lUiXl) and Bi = <ViXj'"lUiX1) 

are infinite cyclic. Thus, G ::;; G1 • One can show that this presentation of G1 

has a solvable word problem (note that G1 is no longer finitely generated). 
We now iterate this construction. For each k, there is an HNN extension Gk 

with base Gk - 1 * <xk ), and we define S = Gk ; clearly G ::;; S. To see that 
S is simple, choose u, v E S with u =1= 1 and v =1= 1. There is an integer k with 
u, v E Gk - 1 • By construction, there is a stable letter p in Gk with 

Therefore, 
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lies in the normal subgroup generated by u. Since u and v are arbitrary 
nontrivial elements of S, it follows that S is simple. 

It can be shown that S is recursively presented. By Theorem 11.71, there 
is a two-generator group SII containing S; moreover, SII is recursively 
presented. The Higman imbedding theorem shows that SIl, hence S, and 
hence G, can be imbedded in a finitely presented group H. • 

It is an open question whether a group with a solvable word problem can 
be imbedded in a finitely presented simple group (the simple group S in the 
proof is unlikely to be finitely generated, let alone finitely presented). 

Our final result explains why it is often difficult to extract information 
about groups from presentations of them. Before giving the next lemma, let 
us explain a phrase occurring in its statement. We will be dealing with a set 
of words n on a given alphabet and, for each WEn, we shall construct a 
presentation &(w) involving the word w. This family of presentations is uni�
form in (J) if, for each w' E n, the presentation &(w') is obtained from .?J>(w) by 
substituting w' for each occurrence of w. A presentation (X 1 Ll) is called finite 
if both X and Ll are finite sets; of course, a group is finitely presented if and 
only if it has such a presentation. 

Lemma 12.31 (Rabin, 1958). Let G = be a finite presentation of a group 
and let n be the set of all words on There are finite presentations {&(w): 
WEn}, uniform in w, such that if R(w) is the group presented by &(w), then 

(i) if w =I 1 in G, then G R( w); and 
(ii) if w = 1 in G, then &(w) presents the trivial group 1. 

Proof (C.F. Miller, III). Let <x) be an infinite cyclic group; by Corollary 
11.80, G* <x) can be imbedded in a two-generator group A = <a1 , a2 ) in 
which both generators have infinite order. Moreover, one can argue, as in 
Exercise 11.82, that A can be chosen to be finitely presented: there is a finite 
set Ll of words on {a1' a2} with 

A = (a 1 , a2 ILl). 

Define 
B = (A; b1, b21bl1a1b1 = ai, b21a2b2 = aD. 

It is easy to see that B is an HNN extension with base A and stable letters 
{b1 , b2 }, so that G A B. Define 

C = (B; clc-1 b1 c = br, c-1 b2c = bi). 

Clearly C has base B and stable letter c; C is an HNN extension because b1 

and b2 , being stable letters in B, have infinite order. Thus, G A B C. 
If WEn and w =I 1 in G, then the commutator 

[w, x] = wxw- 1 x- 1 

has infinite order in A (because G * <x) A). 
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We claim that (c, [w, x]) :s; C is a free group with basis {c, [w, x]}. Sup-

pose that V is a nontrivial freely reduced word on {c, [w, x]} with V = 1 in 

C. If V does not involve the stable letter c, then V == [w, x]" for some n "# 0, 

and this contradicts [w, x] having infinite order. If V does involve c, then 

Britton's lemma shows that V contains a pinch ceWc-e as a subword, where 

e = ± 1 and WE (b i , b2 ). But V involves neither bi nor b2 , so that W == 1 

and ceWc-e == cec-e, contradicting V being freely reduced. Therefore, V must 

be trivial. 

We now construct a second tower of HNN extensions. Begin with an 

infinite cyclic group (r), define 

S = (r, sis-irs = r2), 

and define 

T = (S; tl t- i st = S2). 

Since both rand s have infinite order, S is an HNN extension with base (r) 
and stable letter s, and T is an HNN extension with base S and stable letter 

t. Britton's lemma can be used, as above, to show that {r, t} freely generates 

its subgroup in T. 
Since both (r, t) :s; T and (c, [w, x]) :s; C are free groups of rank 2, there 

is an isomorphism qJ between them with qJ(r) = c and qJ(t) = [w, x]. Form the 

amalgam R(w) = T *tp C with presentation 

&(w) = (T* Clr = c, t = [w, x]). 

We conclude from Theorem 11.67(i) that if w "# 1 in G, then G :s; C :s; R(w). 
If w = 1 in G, the presentation &'(w) is still defined (though it need not be 

an amalgam). The presentations &'(w) are uniform in w: 

&(w) = (ai' a2' bi , b2, c, r, s, tlL\, bi-iaibi = at, c-ibic = br, 

i = 1,2, s-lrs = r2, C1st = S2, r = C, t = [w, x]). 

We claim that &(w) is a presentation of the trivial group if w = 1 in G. Watch 

the dominoes fall: w = 1 => [ W, x] = 1 => t = 1 => s = 1 => r = 1 => C = 1 => 

b1 = 1 = b2 => a1 = 1 = a2 • • 

Definition. A property vIt of finitely presented groups is called a Markov 
property if: 

(i) every group isomorphic to a group with property vIt also has property 

vIt; 
(ii) there exists a finitely presented group Gi with property vIt; and 

(iii) there exists a finitely presented group G2 which cannot be imbedded in a 

finitely presented group having property vIt. 

Here are some examples of Markov properties: order 1; finite; finite expo-

nent; p-group; abelian; solvable; nilpotent; torsion; torsion-free; free; having a 
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solvable word problem. Being simple is also a Markov property, for the 

Boone-Higman theorem shows that finitely presented simple groups must 

have a solvable word problem (and hence so do all their finitely presented 

subgroups). Having a solvable conjugacy problem is also a Markov property: 

a finitely presented group G2 with an unsolvable word problem cannot be 

imbedded in a finitely presented group H having a solvable conjugacy prob-

lem, for H and all its finitely presented subgroups have a solvable word 

problem. It is fair to say that most interesting group-theoretic properties are 

Markov properties. 

The following result was proved for semigroups by Markov (1950). 

Theorem 12.32 (Adian-Rabin, 1958). If vIt is a Markov property, then there 
does not exist a decision process which will determine, for an arbitrary finite 
presentation, whether the group presented has property vIt. 

Proof. Let G1 and G2 be finitely presented groups as in the definition of 

Markov property, and let fll be a finitely presented group with an unsolvable 

word problem. Define G = G2 * fll, construct groups R(w) as in Rabin's 

lemma, and define (finitely presented) groups £?(w) = G1 * R(w). 

Restrict attention to words w on the generators of fll. If such a word w =I 1 

in fll, then G2 :s; G :s; R(w) :s; £?(w). But the defining property of G2 implies 

that £?(w) does not have property vIt. If, on the other hand, w = 1 in &J, then 

R(w) = 1 and £?(w) G1 which does have property vIt. Therefore, any deci-

sion process determining whether £?(w) has property vIt can also determine 

whether w = 1 in fll; that is, any such decision process would solve the word 

problem in fll. • 

Corollary 12.33. There is no decision process to determine, for an arbitrary 
finite presentation, whether the presented group has any of the following 
properties: order 1; finite; finite exponent; p-group; abelian; solvable; nil-
potent; simple; torsion; torsion-free; free; solvable word problem; solvable 
conjugacy problem. 

Proof. Each of the listed properties is Markov. • 

Corollary 12.34. There is no decision process to determine, for an arbitrary pair 
of finite presentations, whether the two presented groups are isomorphic. 

Proof. Enumerate the presentations &\, 9 2 , ••• and the groups G1 , G2 , ••• 

they present. If there were a decision process to determine whether Gi Gj 

for all i and j, then, in particular, there would be a decision process to 

determine whether .?Pn presents the trivial group. • 

While a property of finitely presented groups being Markov is sufficient for 

the nonexistence of a decision process as in the Adian-Rabin theorem, it is 
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not necessary. For example, the property of being infinite is not a Markov 

property. However, a decision process that could determine whether the 

group given by an arbitrary finite presentation is infinite would obviously 

determine whether the group is finite, contradicting Corollary 12.33. Indeed, 

this example generalizes to show that the Adian-Rabin theorem also holds 

for the "complement" of a Markov property. 

Does every finitely presented group have some Markov property? 

Theorem 12.35. A finitely presented group H satisfies no Markov property 

if and only if it is a universal finitely presented group (i.e., H contains an 

isomorphic copy of every finitely presented group as a subgroup). 

Proof. Recall that the existence of universal finitely presented groups was 

proved in Theorem 12.29. 

Let H be a universal finitely presented group, and assume that H has some 

Markov property A. There is some finitely presented group G2 that cannot 

be imbedded in a finitely presented group with property A. But G2 can be 

imbedded in H, and this is a contradiction. The converse follows from the 

observation that "not universal" is a Markov property. • 


